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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
Dementia and Overactive Bladder 

Urinary incontinence is defined as “involuntary leakage of urine with demonstrable 

social and hygiene problem.”[1] According to the national surveys, urinary incontinence 

prevalence in community  elderly patients was 43.5%, and 56.8% among nursing home 

residents.[2] Urinary incontinence significantly reduces quality of life and often requires 

help for activities of daily living.[3] Patients with dementia have progressive cognitive 

decline and decreased functional performance. As per a recent report from Alzheimer’s 

Association, an estimated 5.4 million Americans of all ages had Alzheimer’s disease in 2016 

for an overall prevalence of 11% in the elderly.[4]  Research suggests that  multifactorial 

disease pathology of dementia leads to four fold increase in urinary incontinence than those 

without dementia.[5] Urinary incontinence affects up to 90% of dementia patients[6] with 

higher rates reported in those with greater severity and in female patients[7] The 

consequences of urinary incontinence include skin irritation, pressure ulcers, falls, and 

urinary tract infections.[8-9] Both dementia and urinary incontinence are the leading cause 

of institutionalization, and these comorbid disorders have significant cost and quality of life 

implications.[10-11] 

Overactive bladder (OAB) is a major component of urinary incontinence and very 

often cited as the cause of urinary incontinence in dementia patients.[12] OAB is a chronic 

medical condition characterized by urinary urgency, with or without urge incontinence, 

usually accompanied by urinary frequency and nocturia, in the absence of urinary tract 

infection or pathology.[13] Resnick et al. conducted clinical and physiologic studies, and 
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found that 61% had detrusor overactivity as the predominant cause of incontinence with 

concomitant impaired detrusor contractility present in half of dementia patients.[12] Mori 

et al. performed cystometry studies and found that 91% of the dementia patients had 

detrusor overactivity.[14] Cognitive impairment complicates the symptom recognition and 

the sensation of a full bladder.[15] The overall estimated prevalence of OAB ranges from 12-

18%, with higher prevalence in the elderly and advancing age.[16] The total economic cost 

of OAB was estimated at $12.02 billion in 2000 with $9.17 accounted by non-

institutionalized patients.[17]   

Pharmacological Management of Overactive Bladder 

The treatment of OAB involves three main approaches: behavioral therapy, 

pharmacotherapy and surgery.[18] The components of behavioral therapy include bladder 

retraining, use of a bladder diary, lifestyle changes, and strategies to control urgency.[19] 

When behavioral approaches do not provide satisfactory outcomes, antimuscarinic agents, 

also known as oral anticholinergics constitute the mainstay first-line pharmacotherapy.[20] 

Antimuscarinic agents include darifenacin, fesoterodine, oxybutynin, solifenacin, tolterodine 

and trospium.[21] The newly approved β3 adrenoreceptor agonist – mirabegron is the only 

non-anticholinergic alternative to antimuscarinic agents.[22] However, antimuscarinics are 

the most commonly prescribed medications for treatment of OAB. Previous research 

involving national survey data revealed that 41.4% of the OAB visits involved 

antimuscarinics with tolterodine (33.8%) and oxybutynin (33.1%) the most frequently 

prescribed.[23]  

Numerous systematic reviews and meta-analysis performed by researchers 

concluded that antimuscarinics were equally efficacious (pooled relative risk 1.3-3.5 across 
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treatments), with most studies reporting improvements in quality of life.[24-27] However, 

clinically significant differences were observed in tolerability and safety profiles. The pooled 

risk for any adverse event varied from 1.13 to 2.00.[25] Although antimuscarinics are 

associated with anticholinergic effects like sedation and cognitive effects, the effects were 

not specifically evaluated in trials.[28] 

  Antimuscarinic agents or the muscarinic receptor antagonists block the muscarinic 

receptors on the detrusor and urothelium muscle, which are stimulated by acetylcholine 

released from activated cholinergic or parasympathetic nerves. This blockade leads to 

decreased bladder contractions and reduced sensation. Neurotransmitter, acetylcholine 

released from cholinergic nerve terminals, acts on muscarinic receptors (M2 and M3) in the 

detrusor and stimulates them. Both M2 and M3-receptors are coupled to G proteins (G) and 

can contribute to bladder contraction via different signal transduction pathways.[29] 

Although all antimuscarinic agents have effect on M2/M3-receptors, they have differential 

selectivity for other muscarinic receptor subtypes. This is problematic in dementia as 

inhibition of the M1-receptors leads to adverse cognitive effects.[30] Some studies evaluated 

the relative in vitro binding affinities of antimuscarinic agents to the different receptor 

subtypes.[31-36] Each antimuscarinic agent has a varying affinity for the different 

muscarinic receptors.[37]  

Oxybutynin, first drug approved for OAB in 1975, is a nonselective antimuscarinic 

agent.[19] It has slightly higher affinity for M1 and M3-receptors than for M2-receptors.[38] 

Tolterodine possess functional selectivity for the bladder over the salivary glands.[39-41] 

The low lipophilic affinity of tolterodine allows very limited penetration into the CNS, which 

results in a reduced frequency of cognitive side-effects.[42-44] Trospium chloride is a 
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quaternary ammonium compound with no selectivity for muscarinic-receptor subtypes.[45-

46] Trospium is as effective as oxybutynin and is associated with fewer adverse events.[47] 

Solifenacin and darifenacin, on the other hand are selective muscarinic M3-receptor 

antagonists.[19] Both the drugs have been found to be superior to placebo in reducing OAB 

symptoms.[48-50] Relative high selectivity (9 times more) of darifenacin for the M3-

receptors as compared to the M1-receptors, minimizes cognitive effects.[50-52] 

Fesoterodine, the most recent one, is a nonselective oral antimuscarinic agent that is rapidly 

and extensively converted to the active metabolite.[53] Based on the muscarinic receptor 

selectivity, antimuscarinic agents are divided into twos: Non-selective - have affinity for all 

muscarinic receptors. (Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium) and Selective - 

have affinity for specific muscarinic receptors. (Solifenacin (M3-selective), Darifenacin (M3-

selective)).[19] 

Central Adverse Effects of Anticholinergics 

Because of the strong anticholinergic properties associated with all antimuscarinic 

drugs, central adverse effects are a big concern, especially in elderly with dementia.[54-55] 

The key factors that play important roles in the central adverse effects include receptor 

selectivity for M1, ability to cross the blood brain barriers, and the ability of a drug to 

accumulate within the brain.[30] Use of anticholinergic medications in patients with 

dementia is of particular concern because of the pathophysiology of the disease and the 

mode of action of anticholinergic agents. Patients with dementia suffer from progressive 

cognitive decline due to damage to the cholinergic neurons system, and therefore they are 

more susceptible to central adverse effects of antimuscarinics than the general population. 
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[55-60] The 2015 AGS Beers’ criteria also recommends avoiding anticholinergics including 

antimuscarinics in people with dementia. [61] 

Studies have consistently shown that medications with strong anticholinergic 

properties have significantly high central effects like cognition, falls/fracture and other 

adverse outcomes such as hospitalizations. [62-77] These studies have focused on all 

anticholinergics and not antimuscarinics specifically. Studies have found greater risk of 

falls/fractures in the elderly due to use of anticholinergics.[65-71]  Richardson et al. 

conducted a prospective, population-based study using data from the Irish Longitudinal 

Study on Ageing and found that the use of medications with definite anticholinergic activity 

was associated with greater risk of subsequent injurious falls (RR = 2.55) in men. In addition, 

greater anticholinergic burden was associated with greater injurious falls risk. But no 

associations were observed for women.[65] Dauphinot et al’s found that exposure to 

anticholinergic and sedative medications quantified as drug burden index (DBI) was 

associated with nearly 3-fold increase in falls.[66] Aizenberg et al. retrospectively assessed 

the characteristics of inpatients that had sustained a fall during hospitalization and found 

that the risk was significantly associated with anticholinergic burden score (ABS).[67]  Other 

studies have also found high risk of fractures with anticholinergic use. Our previous research 

examined the risk of fractures associated with anticholinergic medication use and found that 

high-level anticholinergic use was associated with 14% greater fracture risk than non-

use.[68]  

Several studies in the older population have reported an association between 

anticholinergic exposure with an increased risk of hospitalizations.[72-73] Studies have also 

found an association between overactive bladder and increased hospitalization.[78-81] 
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Vetrano et al. found that when compared to patients with  an ACB of 0, those with an ACB of 

1 (HR 1.46); and ACB of 2+ (HR 1.41) had an increased risk of hospitalization/all-cause 

mortality.[73] However, none of the studies have  examined this safety measure of 

antimuscarinics among elderly dementia patients with OAB. Tang et al. while evaluating the 

impact of urinary incontinence (UI) on healthcare resource utilization (HRU), health-related 

quality of life (HRQoL) and productivity measures in patients with OAB, found greater HRU 

among the OAB patients with UI (proportion of patients with a history of OAB-related 

surgery, 5.9% vs 2.2%; proportion of patients with a history of switching anticholinergics 

due to efficacy or safety reasons, 18.6% vs 12.1%; proportion of patients using pads, 63.7% 

vs 7.8%; proportion of patients with a history of OAB-related hospitalization during the past 

12 months, 4.1% vs 1.4%; mean number of pads used per week, 8.4 vs 0.8) than dry OAB.[79] 

Rationale and Significance 

Although national and international guidelines for urinary incontinence care exist, 

they often fail to consider the complex comorbidity found in patients with dementia.[82] 

Studies indicate that a dementia diagnosis should not essentially preclude consideration of 

pharmacological treatment, but treatment options should account for central effects of 

antimuscarinics.[83] Studies have found high anticholinergic use including antimuscarinics 

in dementia patients. [59, 84-87]    Roe et al. found that older adults with probable dementia 

were more likely to use anticholinergics than matched comparison group patients (33.0% vs 

23.4%; P =.001).[59] Gadzhanova et al. found that one-third of people with dementia  use 

anticholinergics and sedatives.[83] Our previous research revealed 23.3% - 73.6% 

prevalence of  anticholinergic use among dementia patients across various settings.[84-86] 

The fact that clinical trials include mainly adults, limits the understanding of the safety 
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profile of antimuscarinic agents in the vulnerable elderly, especially those with 

dementia.[88] In addition, the central adverse effects evaluated in clinical trials were limited 

to vertigo and confusion.[28] Therefore, the goal of this research is to evaluate safety profile 

of antimuscarinics in dementia patients with OAB.  

Antimuscarinics are strongly anticholinergic; however, no research has compared the 

adverse outcomes of selective and non-selective antimuscarinics in the elderly. However, a 

few studies have evaluated the cognitive adverse effects of individual antimuscarinics. [87-

93] Studies have shown than non-selective oxybutynin is associated with more cognitive 

effects than selective antimuscarinics like solifenacin, and darifenacin. [89-90] Darifenacin 

has strong evidence to support no adverse cognitive effects based on three placebo-

controlled randomized trials. [89,91-92] Among the non-selective agents, studies involving 

oxybutynin have reported significant adverse central effects.[93]  The FDA required change 

in label to include CNS adverse effects in 2008.[37] The adverse effects of antimuscarinics 

are a consequence of their binding to different receptor subtypes that have minimal or no 

involvement in bladder detrusor contractions, i.e., the M1, M4, and M5 muscarinic 

receptors.[30] The M2/M3-receptor selective antimuscarinic agents can theoretically 

demonstrate clinical efficacy and a reduction in the adverse events related to the blockade 

of other muscarinic receptor subtypes.[93] This means selective antimuscarinics  will have 

fewer central adverse events, reduced or no effect on heart rate, less severe dry mouth and 

fewer visual disturbances  than non-selective agents. Therefore, this study will test the 

hypothesis that there is greater risk of medication-related morbidity (falls/fractures, all-

cause hospitalization) due to non-selective antimuscarinics as compared to the selective 

agents. 
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Innovation 

The proposed research is innovative for several reasons. First, this research will fill 

much needed evidence gap in patients with dementia. The research will be critical in 

providing much needed comparative safety data on antimuscarinics in the elderly with 

complex and comorbid conditions. Second, this study will focus on the risks of treatment and 

care management strategies for older persons with multiple conditions, specifically 

dementia and OAB. Third, this study involves innovative use of large nationally 

representative and de-identified administrative Inovalon claims database to conduct 

comparative safety research involving dementia patients. The linked claims data sources will 

have the power and clinical information to address safety issues of medications, specifically 

adverse effects of antimuscarinics.  Although randomized trials provide the required efficacy 

data, large-scale epidemiological designs are the gold standard to obtain long-term safety 

data because of ethical and cost considerations. Fourth, this study involves propensity score-

matched cohort study design to account for indication and selection bias within the drug 

class. [94-96] The strength of observational studies lies in their ability to estimate treatment 

effects in real world settings but they suffer potential biases. This study will address 

potential confounding and selection bias by using propensity scores as it involves matching 

of study sample based on observable characteristics to address selection bias. 

Very limited comparative safety data exists regarding antimuscarinics in the older 

patients, and even little is known about the safety of OAB medications in dementia patients. 

This is especially important in the management of OAB among dementia patients, as 

antimuscarinics can worsen dementia and lead to adverse outcomes.   Understanding the 

safety profile of antimuscarinics is critical for providers to enable them to make informed 
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decisions regarding antimuscarinic use in this vulnerable population. The following section 

outlines the specific objectives of this research. 
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this population-based research was to evaluate adverse outcomes of 

antimuscarinics in patients with dementia and OAB. Understanding the safety profile of 

antimuscarinics is critical for providers to enable them to make informed decisions 

regarding antimuscarinic use in this vulnerable population. Therefore, the specific objectives 

of the research were to: 

(1) To examine the prevalence and predictors of - 

A. antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB, and 

B.  non-selective antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB; 

(2) To evaluate the risk of falls/fractures due to antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia 

patients; and 

(3) To assess the risk of all-cause hospitalization due to antimuscarinic use among elderly 

dementia patients. 

The following research hypothesis were tested for the above objectives: 

(1) Certain predisposing, enabling and need factors are associated with – 

A. antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB, and  

B. non-selective antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB; 

(2) There is greater risk for falls/fractures among elderly dementia patients due to non-

selective antimuscarinics as compared to selective antimuscarinics; and 

(3) There is greater risk for all-cause hospitalization among elderly dementia patients due 

to non-selective antimuscarinics as compared to selective antimuscarinics. 
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METHODOLOGY AND KEY FINDINGS 

For the first objective, analysis was done in different cohorts for part A and part B. 

Part A examined antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB.  A new user 

design involving elderly patients with dementia and OAB was conducted using Inovalon’s 

Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry (MORE2 Registry®) 

from 2011-2015. Diagnosis of dementia and OAB was identified via ICD-9-CM codes. Atleast 

one-time users of any of the antimuscarinic medications (darifenacin, solifenacin, 

oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine, trospium) were defined as users of antimuscarinic 

medications. New-users were identified with index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 

2015 with a 6 month washout period; non-users were identified with randomly assigned 

index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. New users and non-users were one-to-

one matched without replacement, on age at index date (± 1 year), gender, dementia 

diagnosis and time lapse between dementia diagnosis and index date. Descriptive statistics 

were used to determine the prevalence of antimuscarinic medication utilization and 

conditional logistic regression model was used to identify the predictors associated with 

new use of antimuscarinic medication in the study cohort. The initial cohort included 75,498 

patients diagnosed with dementia from January 2011 to December 2015; 71,222 patients 

were diagnosed with OAB. Out of these, 4,837 new users and 21,493 non-users of 

antimuscarinic medications were identified. The 4,837 patients found to be new users of 

antimuscarinic medications, resulted in an incidence of 6.8%. After applying the 1:1 

matching criteria, the study cohort reduced to 8,160 patients with 4080 patients in each 

group. Multivariable analysis revealed that patients with ‘other health plans’ that included 

[private fee for service (PFFS) plans, point of service (POS) plans, high-deductible health 
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plans (HDHPs), exclusive provider organization (EPOs) plans] and myocardial infarction had 

decreased likelihood of receiving a new antimuscarinic medication. Conversely, patients 

with health maintenance organization (HMO) health plan, preferred provider organization 

(PPO) health plan, anxiety, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), muscle spasms/low 

back pain, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), urinary tract infection (UTI), vulvovaginitis 

and baseline anticholinergic load had increased likelihood of receiving a new antimuscarinic 

medication. 

Part B examined non-selective antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with 

OAB. A new user design involving elderly patients with dementia and OAB was conducted 

using Inovalon’s Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry 

(MORE2 Registry®) from 2011-2015. Diagnosis of dementia and OAB was identified via ICD-

9-CM codes. Atleast one-time users of any of the antimuscarinic medications (darifenacin, 

solifenacin, oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine, trospium) were defined as users of 

antimuscarinic medications. New-users were identified with index dates from July 1, 2011 

to December 31, 2015 with a 6 month washout period. Descriptive statistics were used to 

determine the prevalence of antimuscarinic medication utilization (category-wise) and 

logistic regression model was used to identify the predictors associated with non-selective 

antimuscarinic medication use in the study cohort. The 4,837 patients found to be new users 

of antimuscarinic medications in part A, (incidence of 6.8%) were examined for the part B. 

Out of these, 4,837 patients were new users of antimuscarinic medications, resulting in a 

prevalence of 6.8%. Of these 3,635 [75.2%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication 

users and 1,202 [24.8%] were selective antimuscarinic medication users. Multivariable 

analysis revealed that patients with 75-85 years of age, muscle spasms/low back pain and 
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Parkinson’s disease had a decreased likelihood of receiving non-selective antimuscarinic 

medication. However, patients with preferred provider organization (PPO) as their health 

plan had an increased likelihood of receiving a non-selective antimuscarinic medication. 

The second objective tested the hypothesis that greater risk for falls/fractures among 

elderly dementia patients due to non-selective antimuscarinics as compared to selective 

antimuscarinics. A retrospective cohort study design involving elderly patients with 

dementia was conducted using Inovalon’s Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and 

Economics Registry (MORE2 Registry®) from 2011-2015. ICD-9-CM codes were used to 

identify any diagnosis of dementia as well as any events of falls/fractures. Atleast one-time 

users of any of the antimuscarinic medications (darifenacin, solifenacin, oxybutynin, 

fesoterodine, tolterodine, trospium) were defined as users of antimuscarinic medications. 

New-users were identified with index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015 with a 

6 month washout period. The index medication categorized the patients as non-selective and 

selective medication users. Patients taking non-selective antimuscarinics (oxybutynin, 

tolterodine, trospium, fesoterodine) were matched with the patients taking selective 

antimuscarinics (solifenacin, darifenacin) using the Greedy 5 - 1 matching technique. The 

study evaluated the relative risk of falls/fractures in a 6-month follow-up period using the 

Cox proportional-hazards regression model stratified on matched pairs. The initial cohort 

included 75,498 elderly dementia patients from July 2011 to December 2015. A total of 4,633 

new users of antimuscarinic medications was obtained after applying inclusion and 

exclusion criteria; 3,425 [73.93%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication users and 

1,208 [26.07%] were selective antimuscarinic medication users.  The study sample consisted 

of 2,402 (1,201 non-selective and 1,201 selective) new users of antimuscarinic medications 
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after matching on the propensity scores. Stratified cox regression model analysis revealed 

statistically significant difference between non-selective and selective users with respect to 

risk of falls/fractures [Hazard Ratio (HR), 1.34; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.06–1.70]. 

Significant increase in the risk of falls/fractures was found among elderly dementia patients 

who initiated treatment with oxybutynin [HR 1.32; 95% CI 1.03-1.71) when compared with 

patients who initiated treatment with solifenacin. 

The third objective tested the hypothesis that there is greater risk for all-cause 

hospitalization among elderly dementia patients due to non-selective antimuscarinics as 

compared to selective antimuscarinics.  Similar to the second objective, a retrospective 

cohort study design involving elderly patients with dementia was conducted using 

Inovalon’s Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry (MORE2 

Registry®) from 2011-2015. ICD-9-CM codes were used to identify dementia patients. 

Atleast one-time users of any of the antimuscarinic medications (darifenacin, solifenacin, 

oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine, trospium) were defined as users of antimuscarinic 

medications. New-users were identified with index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 

2015 with a 6 month washout period. The index medication categorized the patients as non-

selective and selective medication users. Patients taking non-selective antimuscarinics 

(oxybutynin, tolterodine, trospium, fesoterodine) were matched with the patients taking 

selective antimuscarinics (solifenacin, darifenacin) using the Greedy 5 - 1 matching 

technique. The study evaluated the relative risk of all-cause hospitalizations in a 6-month 

follow-up period using the Cox proportional-hazards regression model stratified on matched 

pairs. A total of 4,633 new users of antimuscarinic medications as obtained from the second 

objective were used for analysis, with 3,425 [73.93%] non-selective antimuscarinic 
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medication users and 1,208 [26.07%] selective antimuscarinic medication users. The study 

sample consisted of 2,398 (1,199 non-selective and 1,199 selective) new users of 

antimuscarinic medications after matching on propensity scores. Stratified cox regression 

model analysis revealed no significant difference between selective and non-selective users 

with respect to risk of all-cause hospitalizations [Hazard ratio (HR) 1.04; 95% confidence 

interval (CI) 0.87-1.23]. All the sensitivity analyses were found to be consistent with the main 

findings.
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CONCLUSIONS 

The study found that approximately 7% elderly dementia patients with OAB were 

incident antimuscarinic medication users with most (75%) of them using non-selective 

agents.  Several predisposing, enabling and need factors associated with the use of 

antimuscarinic medications in general and non-selective in specific. The prescribing patterns 

of antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with OAB raised a significant 

quality of care concern.  Given the high prevalence of OAB among dementia patients and the 

high utilization of non-selective medications relative to the selective ones, it is necessary to 

monitor the use of antimuscarinics, specifically the non-selective medications. 

The study found significantly increased risk of falls/fractures with use of non-

selective antimuscarinic medications when compared to selective medications among the 

elderly dementia patients. However, no significant difference in the risk of all-cause 

hospitalizations between users of selective and non-selective antimuscarinics among elderly 

dementia patients was identified. Given the high prevalence of OAB among dementia 

patients, there is a significant need to be cautious while prescribing non-specific 

antimuscarinic medications among elderly dementia patients. There is a need for further 

evaluation of other adverse effects of non-selective antimuscarinics due to their muscarinic 

receptor affinity in the geriatric population. 

The following three sections provide specific background details, study design, 

results and conclusions in the form of manuscript drafts for each of the three specific aims. 
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MANUSCRIPT 1 

UTILIZATION OF ANTIMUSCARINIC MEDICATIONS AMONG ELDERLY DEMENTIA 
PATIENTS WITH OVERACTIVE BLADDER 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Background: Although antimuscarinics are effective for the management of overactive 

bladder (OAB), they vary in their safety profile due to their differential muscarinic receptor 

selectivity. Use of antimuscarinics in elderly patients with dementia raises particular 

concerns because of the pathophysiology of the dementia disease and the mechanism of 

action of non-specific antimuscarinic medications. However, little is known about the use 

selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with 

OAB. 

Objective: The objectives of this study were to (A) determine the prevalence and predictors 

of new use versus no use of antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with 

OAB; and (B) determine the prevalence and predictors of use of non-selective versus 

selective antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with OAB. 

Methods: A new user design involving elderly patients with dementia and OAB was 

conducted using Inovalon’s Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics 

Registry (MORE2 Registry®) from 2011-2015. To determine the prevalence and predictors 

of antimuscarinics in elderly dementia patients with OAB, subjects with dementia and OAB 

diagnosis were identified from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Among them, new 

users were identified with index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015 with a 6 

month washout period; non-users were identified with randomly assigned index dates from 

July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. New users and non-users were one-to-one matched 
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without replacement, on age at index date (± 1 year), gender, dementia diagnosis and time 

lapse between dementia diagnosis and index date. Descriptive statistics were used to 

determine the prevalence of antimuscarinic medication utilization and conditional logistic 

regression model within the conceptual framework of Anderson Behavioral Model was used 

to identify the predictors associated with new use of antimuscarinic medication in the study 

cohort. 

 To determine the prevalence and predictors of use of non-selective antimuscarinics 

in elderly dementia patients with OAB, subjects with dementia and OAB diagnosis were 

identified from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. New users were identified from July 

1, 2011 to December 31, 2015 with a 6 month washout period. Antimuscarinic medication 

exposure included non-selective (oxybutynin, tolterodine, trospium, fesoterodine) and 

selective (solifenacin, darifenacin) medications. Descriptive statistics were used to estimate 

the prevalence of antimuscarinic medication utilization in the study cohort. Multivariable 

logistic regression models within the conceptual framework of Anderson Behavioral Model 

was used to identify the predictors associated with non-selective antimuscarinics in the 

study sample. 

Results: Different cohorts were developed for both the objectives.  

For objective 1A: Starting from 75,498 patients diagnosed with dementia from January 

2011 to December 2015; 71,222 patients were diagnosed with OAB. Out of these, 4,837 new 

users and 21,493 non-users of antimuscarinic medications were identified. The 4,837 

patients found to be new users of antimuscarinic medications, resulted in an incidence of 

6.8%. After applying the 1:1 matching criteria, the study cohort reduced to 8,160 patients 

with 4080 patients in each group. Most of the patients in the matched cohort were 75-85 
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years old (56.1%), female (62.5%) and belonged to a health maintenance organization 

(HMO) health plan (81.5%). Oxybutynin (52.8%) and solifenacin (22.8%) were found to be 

the most frequently used medications. Multivariable analysis revealed that patients with 

‘other health plans’ that included [private fee for service (PFFS) plans, point of service (POS) 

plans, high-deductible health plans (HDHPs), exclusive provider organization (EPOs) plans] 

and myocardial infarction had decreased likelihood of receiving a new antimuscarinic 

medication. Conversely, patients with health maintenance organization (HMO) health plan, 

preferred provider organization (PPO) health plan, anxiety, gastroesophageal reflux disease 

(GERD), muscle spasms/low back pain, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), urinary tract 

infection (UTI), vulvovaginitis and baseline anticholinergic load had increased likelihood of 

receiving a new antimuscarinic medication. 

For objective 1B: Starting from 75,498 patients diagnosed with dementia from January 

2011 to December 2015; of them 71,222 patients were diagnosed with OAB. Out of these, 

4,837 patients were new users of antimuscarinic medications, resulting in a prevalence of 

6.8%. Of these 3,635 [75.2%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication users and 1,202 

[24.8%] were selective antimuscarinic medication users. Majority of the patients were 75-

85 years old (47.5%), female (64.5%) and belonged to a health maintenance organization 

(HMO) health plan (79.7%). Most frequently reported medications were found to be 

oxybutynin (n=2555; 52.8%) and solifenacin (n=1092; 22.6%). Multivariable analysis 

revealed that patients with 75-85 years of age, muscle spasms/low back pain and 

Parkinson’s disease had a decreased likelihood of receiving non-selective antimuscarinic 

medication. However, patients with preferred provider organization (PPO) as their health 

plan had an increased likelihood of receiving a non-selective antimuscarinic medication.  
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Conclusions: The study found that approximately 7% elderly dementia patients with OAB 

were incident antimuscarinic medication users with most (75%) of them using non-selective 

agents. Several predisposing, enabling and need factors associated with the use of 

antimuscarinic medications in general and non-selective agents in specific. The prescribing 

patterns of antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with OAB raise a quality 

of care concern.  Given the high prevalence of OAB among dementia patients and the high 

utilization of non-selective medications relative to the selective ones, it is necessary to 

monitor the use of antimuscarinics, specifically the non-selective medications.  

 

Keywords: overactive bladder, non-selective antimuscarinics, dementia, muscarinic 

receptors
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INTRODUCTION 

Overactive bladder (OAB) - one major component of urinary incontinence (UI) and 

most often cited cause of UI in dementia patients,[12] is a chronic medical condition 

characterized by urinary urgency, with or without urge incontinence, usually accompanied 

by urinary frequency and nocturia, in the absence of urinary tract infection or pathology.[13] 

These symptoms adversely affect the quality of life and the activities of daily living.[8] With 

an estimated prevalence ranging from 12-18%, OAB carries a huge economic burden.[16] In 

2000 the total economic cost of OAB was estimated at $12.02 billion with $9.17 accounted 

by non-institutionalized patients.[17] Dementia patients most often develop OAB with 

disease progression.[15]  

The treatment of OAB involves three main approaches: behavioral therapy, 

pharmacotherapy and surgery.[18] The components of behavioral therapy include bladder 

retraining, use of a bladder diary, lifestyle changes, and strategies to control urgency.[19] 

When behavioral approaches do not provide satisfactory outcomes, antimuscarinic 

medications, constitute the mainstay first-line pharmacotherapy.[20] Antimuscarinic 

medications include darifenacin, fesoterodine, oxybutynin, solifenacin, tolterodine and 

trospium.[21] The newly approved β3 adrenoreceptor agonist – mirabegron is the only non-

anticholinergic alternative to antimuscarinic medications.[22]  

Antimuscarinic medications are strongly anticholinergic in nature. They block the 

activity of the muscarinic receptors (M2 and M3) in the detrusor, leading to decreased 

bladder contractions and reduced sensation.[29] Although all antimuscarinic medications 

have effect on M2/M3 receptors, they have differential selectivity for other muscarinic 

receptor subtypes – M1, M4 and M5.[30] Each antimuscarinic medication has a varying 
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affinity for the different muscarinic receptors.[31,32,34-37] Based on the muscarinic 

receptor selectivity, antimuscarinic medication are divided into twos: Non-selective - have 

affinity for all muscarinic receptors. (Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium) and 

Selective - have affinity for specific muscarinic receptors. (Solifenacin [M3-selective], 

Darifenacin [M3-selective]). [19] The effects [30, 93, 97-103] and side-effects [19] associated 

with the antimuscarinics are a function of their differential binding affinity towards the 

muscarinic receptors. It is thereby hypothesized that antimuscarinics with broader 

selectivity spectrum towards muscarinic receptors could have relatively more side-effects 

as compared to the ones with a narrow selectivity spectrum. [31, 99, 104-107] 

Use of antimuscarinics in elderly dementia patients raises particular concerns 

because of the pathophysiology of the disease and the mechanism of action of antimuscarinic 

medications.  Dementia patients experience progressive cognitive decline due to damage to 

the cholinergic neuronal system, and additionally, the central adverse effects associated with 

antimuscarinic medications can lead to further cognitive function impairment.[55-56] As a 

consequence, elderly dementia patients become more vulnerable towards anticholinergic 

medication-induced cognitive impairment and other adverse effects compared with the 

general population.[58-59] Additionally, the non-selective antimuscarinics by virtue of their 

selectivity profile possess affinity for all muscarinic receptors, among which M1, M4 and M5 

receptor stimulation is found to be associated with impaired memory and cognition.[19] The 

2015 AGS Beers’ criteria also recommends avoiding anticholinergics including 

antimuscarinics in people with dementia.[61] 

Little is known about the use antimuscarinics in elderly dementia patients with OAB 

and even limited data exists regarding the use of selective and non-selective of 
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antimuscarinic medications. A longitudinal study performed by Odeyemi et al. using the 

General Practice Research Database (GPRD) between 1 January 1987 and 25 November 

2004, found that 19,444 patients (28.2 %) received at least one prescription for OAB 

medication in the UK; the majority received oxybutynin (62.3 %) followed by tolterodine 

(27.9 %).[108] Ju et al. found that 1.6 % of office visits by women in a 2009 US national 

survey data (2009) involved antimuscarinic medications. Tolterodine (33.8%) and 

oxybutynin (33.1%) were the most frequently reported medications.[109] Kachru et al. 

analyzed 2009-2010 national survey data and found that 41.43% of elderly patients visits 

with OAB received antimuscarinic medication prescription; solifenacin, oxybutynin and 

tolterodine were the most frequent ones reported.[23] Hence, the specific objectives of the 

present study were to (A) determine the prevalence and predictors of new use versus no use 

of antimuscarinic medications in elderly dementia patients with OAB; and (B) determine the 

prevalence and predictors of use of non-selective versus selective antimuscarinic 

medications in elderly dementia patients with OAB. The study findings can help understand 

the prescribing practices for antimuscarinics, in general and non-selective versus selective 

antimuscarinics, in particular within this vulnerable population. 

METHODS  

Data Source 

The Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry (MORE2 

Registry®) by Inovalon Inc., nationally representative and de-identified administrative 

claims database was used to achieve the study objectives. The registry includes longitudinal 

patient-level data and member-level data, covering a broad range of data sources across all 

payer types (Commercial, Medicare, and Managed Medicaid), geographic regions (capturing 
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virtually all US counties), healthcare settings (inpatient and outpatient services), and 

provider specialties. Information on patient demographics, primary and secondary 

diagnoses, comorbidities, payer information, medication utilization, and refill history for all 

drugs and dosage forms, including intravenous and oral, and information on place of service, 

including hospitalizations and emergency department visits are also available. All data is 

statistically de-identified to protect the personal health information in accordance with the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. It contains information derived from 

more than 11.7 billion medical events generated by more than 137 million unique and de-

identified members nationwide.[110] This study used 2011-2015 Inovalon claims data files 

involving cohorts of elderly patients with dementia.  This study was approved by the 

University of Houston’s Institutional Review Board under the exempt category. 

Study Design and Sample 

Using the 2011-2015 Inovalon claims data, a new user design was employed to 

achieve the study objectives. The study sample included 75,498 elderly patients (aged 65 

years or older) diagnosed with dementia. Patients with dementia were identified via ICD-9-

CM codes [“290.xx”, “294.xx”, “331.xx”, “291.2”, “046.1”, “046.3”] or by examining the use of 

cholinesterase inhibitors [Tacrine, Donepezil, Galantamine, Rivastigmine] or the N-methyl-

d-aspartate antagonist, Memantine. The date of dementia diagnosis was defined as either the 

first date of dementia ICD-9-CM code or the first prescription claim for dementia 

medications, whichever comes earlier. Among these, OAB patients were identified using the 

ICD-9-CM codes (Table 1.1) and date of OAB diagnosis was defined as the first date of ICD-

9-CM code for OAB. Patients receiving antimuscarinic medications prior to dementia 

diagnosis and without continuous eligibility during the washout period were excluded. 
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Table 1.1 Operational definition of variables used in objective 1 

Variable ICD-9-CM codes & Medication names used for identification 

Dementia 

ICD-9-CM codes : 290.xx , 294.xx , 331.xx , 291.2 , 046.1 , 046.3  
OR  
Medication claims for cholinesterase inhibitors : Tacrine, 
Donepezil, Galantamine, Rivastigmine, Memantine, 
Donepezil/Memantine 

Overactive Bladder 
[OAB] 

596.51, 596.59, 788.30, 788.31, 788.33, 788.34, 788.35, 788.36, 
788.37, 788.38, 788.39, 788.4, 788.41, 788.42, 788.43, 788.63 

Antimuscarinic 
Medications 

Non-selective : Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium 
Selective : Solifenacin, Darifenacin 

 

To determine the prevalence and predictors of antimuscarinics in elderly dementia 

patients with OAB, subjects with dementia and OAB diagnosis were identified from January 

1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Among them, new users were identified with index dates from 

July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015 with a 6 month washout period; non-users were identified 

with randomly assigned index dates from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. New users and 

non-users were one-to-one matched without replacement, on age at index date (± 1 year), 

gender, dementia diagnosis and time lapse between dementia diagnosis and index date. 

Descriptive statistics were used to determine the prevalence of antimuscarinic medication 

utilization and conditional logistic regression model within the conceptual framework of 

Anderson Behavioral Model was used to identify the predictors associated with new use of 

antimuscarinic medication in the study cohort. 

To determine the prevalence and predictors of use of non-selective antimuscarinics 

in elderly dementia patients with OAB, subjects with dementia and OAB diagnosis were 

identified from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. New users were identified as subjects 

with index date from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Six months of baseline as wash-out 
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period [January 1, 2011 – June 30, 2011] was observed, wherein continuous eligibility was 

maintained. Hence, the first prescription fill of an antimuscarinic medication for these new 

users from July 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015 was defined as their index date. Based upon 

their index drug, they were classified either as non-selective or selective antimuscarinic 

medication initiators. 

Operational Definitions 

The primary dependent variable was defined separately for the two objectives. For 

the first objective, the dependent variable constituted of new use versus no use of 

antimuscarinic medications. For the second objective, the dependent variable comprised of 

non-selective versus selective antimuscarinic medication initiation. Antimuscarinic 

medications, operationally defined using the American Hospital Formulary Service 

(AHFS),[111] included oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine, trospium, solifenacin, 

darifenacin and were identified using National Drug Codes (NDCs); NDCs were obtained 

from the Redbook. Non-selective medications were oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine 

and trospium, whereas the selective ones were solifenacin and darifenacin. 

Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework of the Andersen Behavioral Model (ABM) was used to 

examine the factors associated with antimuscarinic medication use in elderly dementia 

patients. According to the ABM, an individual’s health service utilization is a function of 

predisposing, enabling and need factors. [112-113] Predisposing factors describe the 

propensity of an individual to use health care services. Demographic characteristics such as 
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age, gender or race are grouped as predisposing factors. Enabling factors describe the ability 

of an individual to secure health care services such as type of health insurance coverage.  

Need characteristics reflect the most immediate cause of health service use, from functional 

and health problems that generate the need for health care services. These include the 

general and mental health status as indicated via presence of comorbidities and co-

medications. Medical conditions included abnormal involuntary movements, anxiety, 

bipolar disease, drug induced acute dystonia, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 

insomnia, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), muscle spasms/low back pain, neuropathic pain, 

schizophrenia,  secondary Parkinsonism, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), chronic 

constipation, epilepsy, delirium, falls/fractures, myasthenia gravis, narrow-angle glaucoma, 

Parkinson’s disease, prior myocardial infarction, syncope, urinary tract infection (UTI), skin 

infection and vulvovaginitis. Elixhauser’s score and baseline anticholinergic load were also 

controlled as need factors. Baseline anticholinergic load was calculated based on the 

Anticholinergic Drug Scale (ADS). [114] Study subjects using level 2 and level 3 

anticholinergic drugs in the baseline were identified with ADS.  

Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive statistics were performed to estimate the prevalence of antimuscarinic 

medication utilization among the elderly dementia with OAB. Various descriptive statistics 

included means (standard deviation [SD]) and relative frequencies for all continuous and 

categorical variables, respectively. Continuous variables were compared via two-sample t-

tests, while categorical variables were compared using chi-square tests or Fisher’s exact 

tests, as appropriate. For part A, conditional logistic regression model was performed to 

identify the factors associated with new use versus no use of antimuscarinic medications. 
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The conditional model is an extension of logistic regression model that allows for 

stratification and/or matching within the study sample. (115) For part B, multivariable 

logistic regression model was separately conducted to identify the factors associated with 

non-selective versus selective antimuscarinic medication initiation. All analyses were 

performed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA), with statistical 

significance set at an alpha level of 0.05. 

RESULTS  

Prevalence and Predictors of Antimuscarinics  

Figure 1.1 Identification of elderly dementia cohort with OAB taking antimuscarinic 
medications (new users and non-users) 

 

The study reported 71,222 patients diagnosed with dementia and OAB; of them, 

13,079 were new users and 54,501 were non-users. After applying all exclusion criteria the 

study cohort consisted of 26,330 patients (4,837 new users and 21,493 non-users). The 

75,498
• All dementia patients from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

71,222
• All dementia patients with OAB diagnosis from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

71,222

• Antimuscarinics users from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015 - Prevalent Users ; Non-Users-
[16,721  ;  54,501]

67,580
• Antimuscarinic users from Jul 2011 - Dec 2015 - New Users ; Non-Users -

[13,079  ;  54,501]

41,185
• Antimuscarinic use after Dementia diagnosis - New Users ; Non-Users                        

[6,909  ;  34,276]

26,330
• Continuous eligibility for 6 months (Start date to Index date) -

New Users ; Non-Users [4,837  ;  21,493]

8,160

• 1:1 matching between new-user and non-user on age(±1), gender, dementia 
diagnosis, time lapse between dementia diagnosis and antimuscarinic use                           
[4,080  ;  4,080]
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4,837 patients found to be new users of antimuscarinic medications, resulted in an incidence 

of 6.8%. The 1:1 matching between new user and non-user resulted in study cohort of 8,160 

patients, with 4,080 patients in each group. (Figure 1.1)  Most of the patients were 75-85 

years old (56.1%), female (62.5%) and belonged to a health maintenance organization 

(HMO) health plan (81.5%). 

Majority of these new users were found to have started their antimuscarinic therapy 

with oxybutynin (n=2,152; 52.8%) and solifenacin (n=928; 22.8%), followed by tolterodine 

(n=485; 11.9%), fesoterodine (n=287; 7.0%), trospium (n=135; 3.3%) and darifenacin 

(n=93; 2.3%) as shown in Table 1.2. Table 1.3 summarizes the descriptive characteristics 

and associated differences between the new user and non-user groups. The new user and 

non-user groups were significantly different with respect certain predisposing, enabling and 

need characteristics. 

Table 1.2 Antimuscarinic medication utilization among new users of antimuscarinic 
medications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Antimuscarinic 
Medication 

Frequency 
(N=4080) 

Percent 
(%) 

Darifenacin 93 02.3 
Solifenacin 928 22.8 
Oxybutynin 2,152 52.8 
Fesoterodine 287 07.9 
Tolterodine 485 11.9 
Trospium 135 03.3 
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Table 1.3 Descriptive characteristics of elderly dementia patients with OAB - new 
users and non-users of antimuscarinic medications 

Characteristics Categories 
New User 

(N = 4,080) 
(N ; %) 

Non-User 
(N = 4,080) 

(N ; %) 

P-value 
 

Predisposing Characteristics 
Age 65-75 1,556 [38.14] 1,561 [38.26] 0.9695 
 75-85 2,290 [56.13] 2,290 [56.13]  
 >=85 234 [5.74] 229 [5.61]  
     
Gender Female 2,550 [62.50] 2,550 [62.50] 1.0000 
 Male 1,530 [37.50] 1,530 [37.50]  
     
Race* Other 3,169 [77.67] 2,862 [70.15] <.0001 
 White 735 [18.01] 966 [23.68]  
 Black 176 [4.31] 252 [6.18]  

Enabling Characteristics 
HMO Health Plan* Yes 3,233 [79.24] 3,417 [83.75] <.0001 
 No 847 [20.76] 663 [16.25]  
     
PPO Health Plan* Yes 1,046 [25.64] 741 [18.16] <.0001 
 No 3,034 [74.36] 3,339 [81.84]  
     
Other Health Plan* Yes 60 [1.47] 105 [2.57] 0.0004 
 No 4,020 [98.53] 3,975 [97.43]  

Need Characteristics 
AIM* Yes 117 [2.87] 85 [2.08] 0.0226 
     
Anxiety* Yes 678 [16.62] 530 [12.99] <.0001 
     
Bipolar Disease Yes 120 [2.94] 97 [2.38] 0.1135 
     
DIAD Yes 0 [0] 1 [0.02] 0.3173 
     
GERD* Yes 937 [22.97] 724 [17.75] <.0001 
     
Insomnia* Yes 332 [8.14] 267 [6.54] 0.0058 
     
IBS Yes 84 [2.06] 67 [1.64] 0.1626 
     
Muscle Spasms/                   
Low Back Pain* Yes 742 [18.19] 499 [12.23] <.0001 
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Neuropathic Pain Yes 43 [1.05] 42 [1.03] 0.9132 
     
Schizophrenia Yes 221 [5.42] 235 [5.76] 0.4998 
     
Secondary Parkinsonism Yes 37 [0.91] 33 [0.81] 0.6311 
     
BPH* Yes 892 [21.86] 499 [12.23] <.0001 
     
Chronic Constipation Yes 457 [11.20] 426 [10.44] 0.2693 
     
Epilepsy Yes - - - 
     
Delirium Yes 261 [6.40] 240 [5.88] 0.3328 
     
Falls/Fractures* Yes 1,146 [28.09] 999 [24.49] 0.0002 
     
Myasthenia Gravis Yes 12 [0.29] 08 [0.20] 0.3705 
     
Glaucoma Yes 506 [12.40] 480 [11.76] 0.3772 
     
Parkinson's Disease Yes 315 [7.72] 290 [7.11] 0.2908 
     
Myocardial Infarction Yes 77 [1.89] 96 [2.35] 0.1443 
     
Syncope Yes 340 [8.33] 339 [8.31] 0.9680 
     
Urinary Tract Infection* Yes 1,402 [34.36] 964 [23.63] <.0001 
     
Skin Infection Yes 152 [3.73] 149 [3.65] 0.8601 
     
Vulvovaginitis* Yes 83 [2.03] 47 [1.15] 0.0015 
     
Baseline ACH Load* Yes 1,042 [25.54] 740 [18.14] <.0001 
     
Elixhauser Score            
(mean, SD) - 7.6 [9.0] 7.4 [8.8] 0.3306 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization;  AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; DIAD Drug Induced Acute Dystonia; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; IBS Inflammatory 
Bowel Syndrome; BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; ACH Anticholinergic; SD Standard Deviation 
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05  
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Table 1.4 reports the adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 

from the regression analysis for new use versus no use of antimuscarinics among elderly 

dementia with OAB. Among the enabling factors, the odds of receiving antimuscarinic 

medications were significantly lower for patients with health plans other than HMO and PPO 

(OR 0.68, 95% CI 0.47-0.97) compared with the reference group. Conversely patients with 

HMO (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.13-1.86) and PPO (OR 2.07, 95% CI 1.64-2.62) health plans had 

significantly higher odds of receiving antimuscarinic medications than the patients without 

PPO and HMO, respectively.  

Among the need factors, elderly dementia patients with OAB, also suffering from 

anxiety (OR 1.15, 95% CI 1.01-1.32), GERD (OR 1.26, 95% CI 1.12–1.43), muscle spasms/low 

back pain (OR 1.48, 95% CI 1.29–1.69), BPH (OR 2.79, 95% CI 2.36–3.29), UTI (OR 1.64, 95% 

CI 1.47–1.83), vulvovaginitis (OR 1.62, 95% CI 1.10–2.39), baseline anticholinergic load (OR 

1.44, 95% CI 1.28–1.62) had significantly greater odds of receiving antimuscarinic 

medications. Conversely, patients with myocardial infarction (OR 0.67, 95% CI 0.48-0.94) 

had significantly reduced odds of receiving antimuscarinic medications. None of the other 

factors were significantly associated with receiving antimuscarinic medications among 

elderly dementia patients with OAB. 

Table 1.4 Multivariable conditional logistic regression model for new use versus no 
use of antimuscarinics among elderly dementia patients with OAB 

Characteristics Variables Odds Ratio 95% Confidence 
Interval 

Predisposing Characteristics 
Age Used as matching criteria 
Gender Used as matching criteria 

Enabling Characteristics 
HMO Health Plan  No Reference -- 
 Yes* 1.45 1.13 - 1.86 
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PPO Health Plan  No Reference -- 
  Yes* 2.07 1.64 - 2.62 
     
Other Health Plan  No Reference -- 
 Yes* 0.68 0.47 - 0.97 

Need Characteristics 
Elixhauser Score - 0.99 0.98 - 0.99 
    
AIM No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.32 0.98 - 1.79 
     
Anxiety No Reference -- 
  Yes* 1.15 1.01 - 1.32 
     
Bipolar Disorder No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.96 0.71 - 1.30 
     
GERD No Reference -- 
  Yes* 1.26 1.12 - 1.43 
     
Insomnia No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.16 0.97 - 1.39 
     
IBS No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.88 0.62 - 1.25 
     
Muscle Spasms/ 
Low Back Pain No Reference -- 

  Yes* 1.48 1.29 - 1.69 
     
Neuropathic Pain No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.81 0.50 - 1.29 
     
Schizophrenia No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.87 0.71 - 1.08 
     
Secondary Parkinsonism No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.13 0.66 - 1.93 
     
BPH No Reference -- 
  Yes* 2.79 2.36 - 3.29 
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Chronic Constipation No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.91 0.78 - 1.06 
     
Delirium No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.90 0.73 - 1.10 
     
Falls/Fractures No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.08 0.96 - 1.20 
     
Glaucoma No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.03 0.89 - 1.18 
     
Parkinson's Disease No Reference -- 
  Yes 1.05 0.87 - 1.28 
     
Myocardial Infarction No Reference -- 
  Yes* 0.67 0.48 - 0.94 
     
Syncope No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.92 0.77 - 1.10 
     
Urinary Tract Infection No Reference -- 
  Yes* 1.64 1.47 - 1.83 
     
Skin Infection No Reference -- 
  Yes 0.89 0.70 - 1.14 
     
Vulvovaginitis No Reference -- 
  Yes* 1.62 1.10 - 2.39 
     
Baseline ACH Load No Reference -- 
  Yes* 1.44 1.28 - 1.62 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization;  AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; IBS Inflammatory Bowel Syndrome; BPH Benign 
Prostatic Hyperplasia; ACH Anticholinergic  
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05  

Prevalence and Predictors of Non-selective Antimuscarinics 

The study cohort consisted of 4,837 patients were new users of antimuscarinic 

medications, resulting in a prevalence of 6.8% (Figure 1.2). Of these new users, 3,635 
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[75.2%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication users and 1,202 [24.8%] were 

selective antimuscarinic medication users as shown in Table 1.5. Table 1.6 summarizes the 

descriptive characteristics and associated differences between the selective and non-

selective antimuscarinic medication users. Like the previous cohort, majority of the patients 

were 75-85 years old (47.5%), female (64.5%) and belonged to a health maintenance 

organization (HMO) health plan (79.7%). The selective and non-selective user groups were 

significantly different with respect certain predisposing, enabling and need characteristics. 

Most frequently reported medications for the new users were found to be oxybutynin 

(n=2555; 52.8%) and solifenacin (n=1092; 22.6%) followed by tolterodine (n=593; 12.3%), 

fesoterodine (n=334; 6.9%), trospium (n=153; 3.2%) and darifenacin (n=110; 2.3%) as 

shown in Table 1.5.  

Figure 1.2 Identification of elderly dementia cohort with OAB taking antimuscarinic 
medications (selective users and non-selective users) 

 
 

75,498
• All dementia patients from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

71,222
• All dementia patients with OAB diagnosis from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

16,721

• All dementia patients with OAB diagnosis taking antimuscarinics                      
from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015 (PREVALENT USERS)

13,079
• All dementia patients with OAB diagnosis taking antimuscarinics                       

from Jul 2011 - Dec 2015 (NEW USERS)

6,909
• All dementia patients with OAB diagnosis taking antimuscarinics after 

dementia diagnosis 

4,837
• Continuous eligibility for 6 months (Start date to Index date)
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Table 1.5 Antimuscarinic medication utilization among new users of antimuscarinic 
medications across selective and non-selective categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.6 Descriptive characteristics of elderly dementia patients with OAB - 
selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medication users 

Characteristics Categories 
Selective User 

(N = 1,202) 
(N ; %) 

Non-selective User 
(N = 3,635) 

(N ; %) 
P-value 

Predisposing Characteristics 
Age 65-75 368 [30.62] 1,228 [33.78] 0.1079 
 75-85 598 [49.75] 1,700 [46.77]  
 >=85 236 [19.63] 707 [19.45]  
     
Gender Female 754 [62.73] 2,367 [65.12] 0.1336 
 Male 448 [37.27] 1,268 [34.88]  
     
Race* Other 845 [70.30] 2,927 [80.52] <.0001 
 White 303 [25.21] 550 [15.13]  
 Black 54 [4.49] 158 [4.35]  

Enabling Characteristics 
HMO Health Plan* Yes 1,019 [84.78] 2,836 [78.02] <.0001 
 No 183 [15.22] 799 [21.98]  
     
PPO Health Plan* Yes 214 [17.80] 994 [27.35] <.0001 
 No 988 [82.20] 2,641 [72.65]  
     
Other Health Plan Yes 21 [1.75] 46 [1.27] 0.2155 
 No 1,181 [98.25] 3,589 [98.73]  

Need Characteristics 
AIM Yes 35 [2.91] 95 [2.61] 0.5793 

Antimuscarinic 
Class 

Antimuscarinic 
Medication 

Frequency 
(n=4,837) 

Percent         
(%) 

Selective 
antimuscarinics                
[N= 1,202; 24.85%] 

Darifenacin 110 2.27 

Solifenacin 1,092 22.58 

Non- Selective 
antimuscarinics                 
[N= 3,635; 75.15%] 

Oxybutynin 2,555 52.82 

Fesoterodine 334 6.91 

Tolterodine 593 12.26 

Trospium 153 3.16 
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Anxiety Yes 188 [15.64] 594 [16.34] 0.5674 
     
Bipolar Disease Yes 26 [2.16] 101 [2.78] 0.2473 
     
DIAD Yes - - - 
     
GERD Yes 293 [24.38] 802 [22.06] 0.0967 
     
Insomnia Yes 93 [7.74] 297 [8.17] 0.6323 
     
IBS Yes 28 [2.33] 68 [1.87] 0.3229 
     
Muscle Spasms/ 
Low Back Pain* Yes 243 [20.22] 621 [17.08] 0.014 

     
Neuropathic Pain Yes 9 [0.75] 44 [1.21] 0.1825 
     
Schizophrenia Yes 62 [5.16] 188 [5.17] 0.985 
     
Secondary 
Parkinsonism Yes 10 [0.83] 28 [0.77] 0.8337 

     
BPH Yes 267 [22.21] 722 [19.86] 0.0798 
     
Chronic Constipation Yes 126 [10.48] 429 [11.80] 0.2134 
     
Epilepsy Yes - - - 
     
Delirium Yes 75 [6.24] 240 [6.60] 0.6585 
     
Falls/Fractures Yes 329 [27.37] 1,062 [29.22] 0.2206 
     
Myasthenia Gravis Yes 3 [0.25] 10 [0.28] 0.8822 
     
Glaucoma Yes 153 [12.73] 464 [12.76] 0.9741 
     
Parkinson's Disease Yes 99 [8.24] 242 [6.66] 0.0638 
     
Myocardial Infarction Yes 18 [1.50] 77 [2.12] 0.1788 
     
Syncope Yes 111 [9.23] 310 [8.53] 0.4513 
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Urinary Tract Infection Yes 416 [34.61] 1,310 [36.04] 0.3698 
     
Skin Infection Yes 49 [4.08] 138 [3.80] 0.6623 
     
Vulvovaginitis Yes 28 [2.33] 67 [1.84] 0.2922 
     
Baseline ACH Load Yes 313 [26.04] 901 [24.79] 0.385 
     
Elixhauser Score 
(mean / SD) - 7.21 (8.53) 7.53 (8.84) 0.278 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization;  AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; DIAD Drug Induced Acute Dystonia; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; IBS Inflammatory 
Bowel Syndrome; BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; ACH Anticholinergic; SD Standard Deviation  
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05 

Table 1.7 reports the adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95% CIs of the regression 

analysis for non-selective versus selective antimuscarinics among elderly dementia with 

OAB. Among the predisposing factors, the odds of receiving antimuscarinic medications 

were significantly lower for patients within 75-85 years of age (OR 0.84, 95% CI 0.72-0.97) 

compared with the reference group (aged 65–74 years). Patients with preferred provider 

organization (PPO) as their health plan (OR 2.09, 95% CI 1.49-2.93) had significantly greater 

odds of receiving antimuscarinic medications than the patients without PPO. Among the 

need factors, elderly dementia patients with OAB, also suffering from muscle spasms/low 

back pain (OR 0.78, 95% CI 0.66–0.92), Parkinson’s disease (OR 0.77, 95% CI 0.60–0.99).  

Table 1.7 Multivariable logistic regression model for non-selective versus selective 
antimuscarinic use among elderly dementia patients with OAB 

Characteristics Variables Odds Ratio 95% Confidence 
Interval 

Predisposing Characteristics 
Age 65-75 Reference --- 
  75-85* 0.84 0.72-0.97 
  >=85 0.86 0.71-1.04 
     
Gender Male Reference --- 
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  Female 1.08 0.89-1.31 
         

Enabling Characteristics 
HMO Health Plan No Reference --- 
 Yes 1.26 0.88-1.81 
    
PPO Health Plan No Reference --- 
  Yes* 2.09 1.49-2.93 

Need Characteristics 
AIM No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.92 0.61-1.38 
     
Anxiety No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.03 0.85-1.25 
     
GERD No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.86 0.73-1.01 
     
Insomnia No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.04 0.81-1.34 
     
Muscle Spasms/ 
Low Back Pain No Reference --- 

  Yes* 0.78 0.66-0.92 
     
Schizophrenia No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.95 0.70-1.29 
     
BPH No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.92 0.73-1.14 
     
Chronic Constipation No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.18 0.95-1.46 
     
Delirium No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.99 0.74-1.31 
     
Falls/Fractures No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.10 0.95-1.29 
     
Glaucoma No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.05 0.86-1.28 
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Parkinson's Disease No Reference --- 
  Yes* 0.77 0.60-0.99 
     
Syncope No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.91 0.72-1.16 
     
Urinary Tract Infection No Reference --- 
  Yes 1.02 0.88-1.17 
     
Skin Infection No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.89 0.63-1.24 
     
Baseline ACH Load No Reference --- 
  Yes 0.95 0.82-1.11 
     
Elixhauser Score 
(mean/SD) - 1.01 0.99-1.02 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization;  AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; ACH 
Anticholinergic  
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05 

DISCUSSION 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to identify the prevalence of, and factors 

associated with, antimuscarinic medication use in elderly dementia patients with OAB. The 

results from both objectives revealed that 6.8% of elderly dementia patients with OAB were 

new users of antimuscarinic medications, with oxybutynin and solifenacin being the most 

frequently prescribed medications. This estimate is relatively lower than the published 

prevalence of antimuscarinic medication use obtained from previously mentioned 

researches.[23,108-109] However, results from the current study cannot be directly 

compared against prevalence estimates from previous studies because of differences in 

study settings and unit of analysis. Besides, the current study informs about the incidence 

estimates in a specific population, that is, elderly dementia patients with OAB. 
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Results from the multivariable conditional logistic model for predictors of new use 

versus no use of antimuscarinics revealed a health payer plan-based variation in the 

utilization of antimuscarinic medications; patients enrolled with a HMO plan had 1.45 times 

increased odds of receiving a new antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients with 

a non-HMO plan; patients enrolled with a PPO plan had 2.07 times increased odds of 

receiving a new antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients with a non-PPO plan; 

patients enrolled with health plans other than HMO and PPO had 32% decreased odds of 

receiving a new antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients without one. A study by 

Ju et al. found similar results; elderly age and insurance were reported as significant factors 

associated with antimuscarinic medication use.[109] This can be attributed to differences in 

prescribing practices, patient preferences, or formulary structure across insurance plans. 

Future studies are needed to better understand the reasons for above mentioned variations. 

Among the need factors, individuals with anxiety, GERD, muscle spasms/low back 

pain, BPH, UTI, vulvovaginitis, baseline high level anticholinergic use were more likely to 

receive a new antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients without these conditions. 

However, individuals with myocardial infarction were less likely to receive a new 

antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients without these conditions. In general, the 

prescribing pattern of antimuscarinic medications among patients with these conditions 

raises concerns. Evidence suggests that OAB patients are reported to have higher anxiety 

symptoms compared to non-OAB patients. Also OAB patients suffering with anxiety were 

reported to have more severe OAB or incontinence symptoms, worse quality of life, and more 

psychosocial difficulties compared to ones without anxiety. The increased odds of receiving 

an antimuscarinic could be indicative of an aggressive treatment path for OAB.[116] 
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Antimuscarinics, being anticholinergic in nature decrease the lower esophageal sphincter 

pressure, resulting in increased esophageal exposure to acid and worsening GERD.[117-118] 

The connection between muscle spasms/low back pain and increased utilization of 

antimuscarinics is unclear. There may exist an association between low back pain and sacral 

plexus autonomic function, though the precise mechanisms underlying urinary incontinence 

and related physical symptoms are unknown.[119-120] Evidence from clinical and 

epidemiological studies supports a possible association between low back pain and bowel 

[121-122] and bladder dysfunction.[123-124] Literature also cites OAB as one of the risk 

factors for low back pain.[125-126] Since these medications tend to exacerbate obstructive 

symptoms in BPH, they are contraindicated among BPH patients. BPH frequently co-exists 

with OAB, such that the symptoms may not be completely relieved with combination of alpha 

blockers and 5-alpha reductase inhibitors. Hence, antimuscarinics are often useful in such 

situations, to relieve the symptoms of hyperactive bladder.[127-128] OAB may also place 

people at a greater risk for UTI, hence prescribing antimuscarinic medications to treat OAB 

could be attributed to increased odds of antimuscarinic medications among UTI patients.[9] 

Literature confirms that OAB often coexists with medical conditions such as vulvovaginitis, 

prevalence of which was reported to be significantly higher (p<0.0001) among OAB patients 

than among the controls - 4.7% versus 1.8%. The increased odds for antimuscarinic 

medication use seems to a good prescribing practice as it indicates the vigorous treatment 

of OAB. [129] Antimuscarinics add to the existing anticholinergic load which, in itself, is an 

independent risk factor for outcomes such as falls/fractures, pneumonia and cognitive 

impairment.[63-64,68] For these reasons, it is concerning to prescribe antimuscarinic 

medications in patients with existing baseline anticholinergic load. Antimuscarinic 
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medications are associated with strong cardiac side-effects (cardiac arrhythmias and 

tachycardia) [19] and it possible that antimuscarinics are cautiously used in this population. 

Results from the multivariable logistic model for predictors of non-selective 

antimuscarinic medication use revealed that patients between 75-85 years of age had 16% 

reduced odds of receiving a new antimuscarinic medication as compared to the patients aged 

65–74 years. As mentioned previously, this suggests that prescribers are more careful while 

prescribing antimuscarinics within the more elderly patients in this population. The model 

also found a health payer plan-based variation in the utilization of selective and non-

selective antimuscarinic medications; patients enrolled with a PPO had two times increased 

likelihood of  receiving a non-selective antimuscarinic medication as compared to patients 

not with a PPO plan. Among the need factors, individuals suffering from muscle spasms/low 

back pain and Parkinson’s disease were less likely to receive a non-selective antimuscarinic 

medication as compared to patients without these diseases. These findings suggest that non-

selective agents are cautiously used in these patients.  Patients with Parkinson’s disease are 

already at a high risk of cognitive impairment. [130] If antimuscarinic medication represents 

a non-substitutable option for OAB cure in such patients, then prescribing selective 

antimuscarinics would be a safer alternative that can limit the cognition-related side-effects 

associated with the non-selective antimuscarinics. As mentioned previously, more research 

is needed to understand the association between muscle spasms/low back pain and 

utilization of antimuscarinics.  

The strength of the current study is that it helps in understanding the use of 

antimuscarinic medication in the real-world setting among elderly dementia patients with 

OAB.  This is the first study to investigate the issue of antimuscarinic medication use in this 
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highly vulnerable population. Although our study revealed important findings, it has several 

limitations.  The generalizability of the study findings are limited to elderly patients 

diagnosed with dementia and OAB. True utilization of medications could not be identified. 

The prescription medication information comes from the claims data, hence this could not 

be ascertained whether subjects actually used the prescribed medicines. Any incomplete, 

inaccurate or erroneous records submitted by the health care providers may also limit the 

accuracy of these findings. The disease and outcome measurements were based on ICD-9-

CM codes available in the data. Although the selection of patients’ predisposing, enabling, 

and need characteristics was based on previous literature, the variables used in the 

regression model were limited to the ones available in the data. Further, certain variables of 

Andersen’s behavioral model such as belief constructs, patient perceptions or prescriber 

characteristics, could not be included. Important pretreatment characteristic such as race 

was not included due to large number of missing values. Any over-the-counter medications 

may not have been captured by the prescription claims.  

CONCLUSION 

The study found that approximately 7% elderly dementia patients with OAB initiated 

antimuscarinic medications with most (75%) of them using non-selective agents. 

Oxybutynin and solifenacin were found to be the most frequently prescribed medications. 

Several predisposing, enabling and need factors associated with the use of antimuscarinic 

medications in general and non-selective agents in specific. Given the high prevalence of OAB 

among dementia patients and the importance of OAB management among dementia 

patients, it is imperative to monitor the use of antimuscarinics and in particular, the use of 

non-selective antimuscarinics. The current findings set the foundation for future research to 
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develop and implement mechanisms to optimize or minimize the use of antimuscarinic 

medications among elderly dementia patients with OAB.
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MANUSCRIPT 2 
 

RISK OF FALLS/FRACTURES IN ELDERLY DEMENTIA PATIENTS USING 
ANTIMUSCARINIC MEDICATIONS 

 

ABSTRACT 

Introduction - Antimuscarinics medications are the mainstay pharmacological treatment 

for overactive bladder (OAB). The Beers’ criteria states the use of antimuscarinic 

medications as inappropriate among the elderly dementia patients, given their strong 

anticholinergic effect. Little is known about the comparative adverse effect profile of 

antimuscarinics among the elderly dementia patients. 

Objective - To examine the risk of falls/fractures associated with non-selective and selective 

antimuscarinic use among the elderly dementia patients. 

Methods - The study involved a retrospective population-based cohort design matched on 

propensity scores involving elderly dementia patients using non-selective or selective 

antimuscarinic medications in the Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and 

Economics Registry (MORE2 Registry®) by Inovalon Inc. Patients taking non-selective 

antimuscarinics (oxybutynin, tolterodine, trospium, fesoterodine) were matched with the 

patients taking selective antimuscarinics (solifenacin, darifenacin) using the Greedy 5 - 1 

matching technique. The events of falls/fractures were defined according to the clinical 

classification of conditions provided by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality for 

falls and fractures that are based on the ICD-9-CM codes. The study evaluated the relative 

risk of falls/fractures in a 6-month follow-up period using the Cox proportional-hazards 

regression model stratified on matched pairs. Patients were censored if the study period 
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ended without occurrence of the event or if they switched to the other antimuscarinic 

medication class from the index antimuscarinic medication class, or discontinued their 

antimuscarinic medication, or had gap of 45 days or more between two consecutive refills, 

or reached the end of study period, whichever happened earlier. 

Results - From July 2011 to December 2015, 75,498 elderly dementia patients were 

identified.  A total of 4,633 new users of antimuscarinic medications were obtained after 

applying inclusion and exclusion criteria; 3425 [73.93%] were non-selective antimuscarinic 

medication users and 1,208 [26.07%] were selective antimuscarinic medication users. The 

study sample consisted of 2,402 (1,201 non-selective and 1,201 selective) new users of 

antimuscarinic medications after matching on the propensity scores. The unadjusted 

incidence of falls/fractures was 354 [29.5%] for non-selective and 287 (23.9%) for selective 

users in the matched cohort [p-value; 0.002]. Stratified cox regression model analysis 

revealed statistically significant difference between non-selective and selective users with 

respect to risk of falls/fractures [Hazard Ratio (HR), 1.34; 95% confidence interval (CI), 

1.06–1.70]. Significant increase in the risk of falls/fractures was found among elderly 

dementia patients who initiated treatment with oxybutynin [HR 1.32; 95% CI 1.03-1.71) 

when compared with patients who initiated treatment with solifenacin. 

Conclusion – The study found significantly increased risk of falls/fractures with use of non-

selective antimuscarinic medications when compared to selective medications among the 

elderly dementia patients. Given the high prevalence of OAB among dementia patients, there 

is a significant need to be cautious while prescribing non-specific antimuscarinic 

medications among elderly dementia patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Dementia, a syndrome characterized by loss of cognitive function due to changes in 

the brain caused by disease or trauma, is a growing epidemic. The disease prevalence 

increases exponentially with age, from 3% among those aged 65-74 years to 18.7% among 

75-84 year old and 47.2% in individuals over the age of 85 years.[131] Global estimates 

reveal that prevalence of dementia worldwide will double every 20 years, reaching over 81 

million by the year 2040.[132] Previous research suggests that the disease pathology of 

dementia leads to four fold increase in urinary incontinence than those without dementia.[5] 

Urinary incontinence affects up to 90% of dementia patients[6] with higher rates reported 

in severe cases and in female patients.[7] Overactive bladder (OAB) is a major component of 

urinary incontinence and most often cited as the cause of urinary incontinence in dementia 

patients.[12] It is commonly assumed that OAB is the cause of urinary symptoms and urinary 

incontinence in patients with dementia; however, there data evaluating the presence of OAB 

in this population is limited. 

Dementia and hip fractures are two major conditions occurring primarily in the older 

adults and are associated with substantial morbidity and mortality.[133] Few research 

studies have consistently reported that individuals with dementia or cognitive impairment 

are at substantially higher risk of sustaining a hip fracture than those who are cognitively 

intact.[134-141] Melton et al. found that the risk of fracture in 10 years following onset of 

Alzheimer's disease was 2.7-fold higher than in age- and sex-matched controls.[142] 

Additionally, OAB patients are also at an increased risk to suffer from falls and fractures. 

Brown et al. assessed that in a 3-year follow-up study of over 6000 older women, 55% 

reported falls, 8.5% reported fractures, and urge incontinence was independently associated 
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with both falls and fractures (odds ratios of 1.26 and 1.34, respectively).[143] Another study 

reported OAB patients to have greater odds of encountering a fall than non-OAB cohort (odds 

ratio = 2.26; 95% confidence interval 1.46, 3.51).[ 144] One potential mechanism for this 

increased hazard among OAB patients was reported to be a sense of urgency and rushing to 

the bathroom attempting to avoid incontinence episodes, especially during the night.[ 143]  

Antimuscarinic medications, also known as oral anticholinergics constitute the 

mainstay first-line pharmacotherapy for OAB[20] and include darifenacin, fesoterodine, 

oxybutynin, solifenacin, tolterodine and trospium.[21] Previous research suggests that use 

of high-level anticholinergic medications was associated with greater risk of fracture than 

no use in elderly adults with depression, possibly due to the pharmacological actions of 

anticholinergic agents on coordination, motor activity, sedation, balance, confusion, and 

vision.[68] Antimuscarinic medications block the muscarinic receptors on the detrusor and 

urothelium muscle, leading to decreased bladder contractions and reduced sensation.[145] 

Research indicates that all antimuscarinics are equally efficacious (pooled relative risk 1.3-

3.5 across treatments), but they vary in their tolerability and adverse effect profiles due to 

differing selectivity for muscarinic receptor subtypes.[24-27] The adverse effects of 

antimuscarinics are a consequence of their binding to different receptor subtypes that have 

minimal or no involvement in bladder detrusor contractions, i.e., the M1, M4, M5 and 

sometimes M2 muscarinic receptors.[30] Although all antimuscarinic medications have 

effect on M2/M3 receptors for smooth muscle contraction, their differential selectivity for 

other muscarinic receptor subtypes poses problems in dementia as inhibition of the M1 

receptors leads to adverse cognitive effects.[30] Based on the muscarinic receptor 

selectivity, antimuscarinic medications are divided into two categories: Non-selective - have 
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affinity for all muscarinic receptors. (Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium) and 

Selective - have affinity for specific muscarinic receptors (Solifenacin [M3-selective], 

Darifenacin [M3-selective]).[19] Studies have suggested that selective antimuscarinics may 

offer favorable balance of efficacy over the non-selective antimuscarinics.[30,98,104-106] 

In general, falls/fractures constitute a significant and growing public health concern 

for older adults, and represent one of the major adverse events due to their associated 

morbidity, mortality, and healthcare expenditures.[146-148] Dementia and OAB are 

commonly occurring comorbid conditions in older patients and are also independent risk 

factors for falls/fractures. Considering the vulnerabilities associated with comorbid 

dementia and OAB elderly patients, there is a need to understand the risk of falls/fractures 

due to antimuscarinic medications, specifically due to selective and non-selective 

medications, for OAB. However little is known about this relationship in patients using 

antimuscarinic medications for OAB. Therefore, a propensity matched retrospective cohort 

study was conducted to compare the effect of selective and non-selective antimuscarinic 

medications on the risk of falls/fractures in elderly dementia patients with OAB. 

METHODS 

Data Source 

The study utilized a large nationally representative and de-identified administrative 

claims database to achieve the objective - the Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness 

and Economics Registry (MORE2 Registry®) by Inovalon Inc. that empowers informed 

insight into national and regional healthcare trends. The MORE2 Registry is a healthcare data 

warehouse that contains information derived from more than 11.7 billion medical events 

generated by more than 137 million unique and de-identified members nationwide. This 
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registry includes longitudinal patient-level data from a broad range of data sources across 

all payer types (Commercial, Medicare, and Managed Medicaid), geographic regions 

(capturing virtually all US counties), healthcare settings (inpatient and outpatient services), 

and provider specialties. The member-level data included information on patient 

demographics, primary and secondary diagnoses, comorbidities, payer information, 

medication utilization, and refill history for all drugs and dosage forms, including 

intravenous and oral, and information on place of service, including hospitalizations and 

emergency department visits. The various data components of MORE2 registry comprised of 

all inpatient and outpatient claims, dispensed prescription medication claims, laboratory 

claims, provider claims, demographics and enrollment files.[110] This database has been 

previously applied in support of quality measurement development and research aimed at 

improvements in population health.[149-152] This study used 2011-2015 Inovalon claims 

data files involving cohorts of elderly patients with dementia. This study was approved by 

the University of Houston Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects under the exempt 

category. 

Study Design 

A retrospective cohort design matched on propensity score was used in this study to 

examine the comparative risk of falls/fractures in elderly dementia patients using non-

selective and selective antimuscarinic medications. This study analyzed Inovalon claims data 

files, specifically the ‘prescription claim’ file, ‘claimcode’ file, ‘demographic’ file and 

‘enrollment’ file. Figure 2.1 outlines the schematic presentation of the study design 

followed. The entire study duration was from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Index 

use of antimuscarinic medications for the elderly dementia patients was defined as having 
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first prescription of antimuscarinic medication after at least 6 months (January 1, 2011 to 

June 30, 2011) without any prescription fill date for any of the antimuscarinic medications. 

Consequently, any subjects were excluded from the study if they used any antimuscarinic 

medications 6 months prior to the index date. The study included only incident 

antimuscarinic users to reduce survivor bias among prevalent users. The medication used 

on the index date was defined as the index drug and category of the index drug defined the 

study group and the comparator group, that is, non-selective and selective antimuscarinic 

medications. These patients were followed up to 6 months (180 days) from their index date 

to examine the risk of outcome of interest - falls/fractures with the use of non-selective and 

selective antimuscarinic medications. The period of 180 days was chosen, because previous 

observational studies have revealed falls/fractures risk within this period.[153-154] 

Exclusion criteria also included use of antimuscarinic medications before dementia 

diagnosis and gaps in continuous enrollment. 

Figure 2.1 Schematic presentation of cohort construction for objective 2 
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Exposures and Outcome Definitions 

Antimuscarinic treatment exposure was measured using prescription claims data. 

The selective antimuscarinic cohort included patients who were prescribed solifenacin and 

darifenacin. The non-selective antimuscarinic cohort included patients who were prescribed 

oxybutynin, fesoterodine, tolterodine and trospium. Antimuscarinic exposure was identified 

with the use of Medi-Span® drug data that provides drug name, strength, therapeutic class, 

drug pricing, National Drug Code (NDC) or Canadian Drug Identification Number (DIN), and 

Generic Product Identifier (GPI).[155]  The primary outcome of this study was the time to 

first occurrence of falls/fractures during the follow-up duration, which was defined as within 

6 months (180 days) after initiation of either drug class to examine the outcome risk in 

elderly dementia patients. The events of fall or fracture were defined according to the clinical 

classification of conditions provided by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality for 

falls and fractures that are based on the ICD-9-CM codes.[156] The ICD-9-CM codes used to 

identify falls/fractures are mentioned in. Table 2.1. The ‘claimcode’ file was used to identify 

the events of falls/fractures for all the elderly dementia patients. Patients were followed-up 

until they had at least 1 falls/fractures event in the follow-up duration. Patients were 

censored if the study period ended without occurrence of the event or if they switched to the 

other antimuscarinic medication class from the index antimuscarinic medication class, or 

discontinued their antimuscarinic medication [defined as gap of 45 days or more between 

the last date of medication use and the end of follow-up period], or had gap of 45 days or 

more between two consecutive refills, or reached the end of study period, whichever 

happened earlier. The maximum follow-up time was 6 months. 
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Table 2.1 Operational definition of variables used in objective 2 

Variable ICD-9-CM codes & Medication names used for identification 

Dementia 

ICD-9-CM codes : 290.xx , 294.xx , 331.xx , 291.2 , 046.1 , 046.3  
OR  
Medication claims for cholinesterase inhibitors : Tacrine, 
Donepezil, Galantamine, Rivastigmine, Memantine, 
Donepezil/Memantine 

Antimuscarinic 
Medications 

Non-selective : Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium 
Selective : Solifenacin, Darifenacin 

Falls/Fractures 
733.1x, 733.8x, 733.93–733.98, 800.xx–897.xx, 910.x–924.xx, 
952.xx, E880–E888, E9870, E9871, E9872, E9879, V5413, V5423                                                                                                               

 

Cohort Matching 

 The selective and non-selective treatment groups were matched on propensity 

scores. Propensity score [PS] as such is the conditional probability of treatment assignment 

to a particular group given a vector of observed covariates. Among the various PS methods, 

PS matching was used to minimize the differences in baseline characteristics between the 

two exposure groups such that they differed only on the basis of antimuscarinic treatment 

assignment.[157-158]   

More than 50 covariates were included in the propensity score calculation based on 

previously published literature, expert opinions of clinicians and geriatricians, and variable 

selection on the basis of their association with treatment and outcome.[153-154] These 

included clinical characteristics such as comorbidities and comedications, and socio-

demographics such as age, sex and health payer plans. Severity of illness was defined by 

Elixhauser’s index[159] captured during the six months before the index date and was 

considered as one of the important predictors of treatment allocation. In addition, 

anticholinergic drug scale (ADS) was used to account for the baseline anticholinergic load 
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due to other medications. The ADS scale classifies drugs into four categories based on their 

level of anticholinergic activity and groups them using an ordinal scale of 0–3. Level 0 

includes drugs with no known anticholinergic activity; Level 1 includes drugs with potential 

anticholinergic activity as evidenced by receptor binding studies; Level 2 includes drugs for 

which anticholinergic adverse events are sometimes noted, usually at higher doses; and 

Level 3 includes drugs with marked anticholinergic activity. [114] For this study, the baseline 

anticholinergic load was captured as high (Level 2/3) and low (Level 0/1).  

A logistic regression model was developed using all baseline covariates to calculate 

propensity scores for each individual. Patients taking non-selective antimuscarinics were 

matched against patients taking selective antimuscarinics using GREEDY 5-1 matching 

technique. The GREEDY 5-1 technique matches cases to controls on the first five digits of the 

PS. The remaining unmatched cases are then matched to controls on first four digits of the 

PS. This process is repeated until cases are matched to controls on the one digit of the PS. A 

random selection occurs if more than one matched control is found for a case. This matching 

technique, in general, reduces matched-pair bias caused by incomplete and inexact 

matching.[160] 

Statistical Analysis 

 Differences between the non-selective and selective antimuscarinic user groups with 

respect to all the covariates that were used to calculate the propensity scores were evaluated 

using χ2 test for categorical variables and t-test for continuous variables before and after 

matching. Survival analysis was then performed on the matched cohort to assess the risk of 

falls/fractures between non-selective and selective antimuscarinic users. Kaplan-Meier 

survival plots were created to depict the crude (unadjusted) relationships between non-
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selective antimuscarinic use versus selective antimuscarinic use and time to falls/fractures. 

Pairwise log-rank tests were used to compare survival curves for statistical difference. 

Stratified cox proportional-hazard model was conducted to evaluate the risk of 

falls/fractures between the two treatment groups within 180 days after initiating 

antimuscarinic treatment, with censoring. SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used for 

analysis. The model was applied using STRATA option of PROC PHREG in SAS 9.3 to account 

for matched-pair design. A p-value of 0.05 was used to determine the statistical significance. 

RESULTS 

Patient Selection and Matching 

Figure 2.2 shows the process of identification of the elderly dementia patients that 

are new users of antimuscarinic medications. Overall 75,498 elderly dementia patients were 

identified between January 2011 and December 2015; a total of 4,633 new users of 

antimuscarinic medications were obtained after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of 

these, 3425 [73.93%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication users and 1208 [26.07] 

were selective antimuscarinic medication users; these antimuscarinic users were used for 

calculation of propensity scores. Table 2.2 reports the differences in baseline characteristics 

between the two groups before and after matching. After matching, both the groups were 

similar in terms of distribution of the baseline characteristics and fairly comparable in terms 

of distribution of the baseline characteristics [N=2402]. Figure 2.3 presents the distribution 

of PSs before and after matching, indicates a fair balance in most of the pre-treatment 

characteristics in the two treatment groups. 
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Figure 2.2 Identification of elderly dementia cohort taking antimuscarinic 
medications (selective users and non-selective users) for objective 2 

 

Table 2.2 Baseline characteristics of elderly dementia patients using selective and 
non-selective antimuscarinic medications before and after matching for objective 2 

CHARACTERISTICS 
 

TOTAL  COHORT [4,633] MATCHED COHORT [2,402] 

 
SELECTIVE 
[N=1,208; 
26.07%] 

NON-
SELECTIVE 
[N=3,425 ; 
73.93%] 

P-
VALUE 

SELECTIVE 
[N=1,201; 

50%] 

NON-
SELECTIVE 
[N=1,201 ; 

50%] 

P-
VALUE 

Age 65-75 370  [30.63] 1,160 [33.87] 0.081 368 [30.64] 367 [30.56] 0.8425 
  75-85 608 [50.33] 1,607 [46.92]  604 [50.29] 594 [49.46]  
  >=85 230 [19.04] 658 [19.21]  229 [19.07] 240 [19.98]  
Gender Female 788 [65.23] 2,269 [66.25] 0.5215 786 [65.45] 791 [65.86] 0.8299 
  Male 420 [34.77] 1,156 [33.75]  415 [34.55] 410 [34.14]  
Race  Other 813 [67.3] 2,663 [77.75] <.0001 - - - 
  White 334 [27.65] 602 [17.58]  - -  
  Black 61 [5.05] 160 [4.67]  - -  
HMO Health Plan  Yes 1,015 [84.02] 2,701 [78.86] 0.0001 1,009 [84.01] 999 [83.18] 0.5816 
  No 193 [15.98] 724 [21.14]  192 [15.99] 202 [16.82]  
PPO Health Plan  Yes 208 [17.22] 846 [24.7] <.0001 208 [17.32] 216 [17.99] 0.6686 
  No 1,000 [82.78] 2,579 [75.3]  993 [82.68] 985 [82.01]  
Other Health Plan  Yes 35 [2.9] 61 [1.78] 0.0192 34 [2.83] 41 [3.41] 0.4115 

75,498
• All dementia patients from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

20,980
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015                             

(PREVALENT USERS)

16,595
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics from Jul 2011 - Dec 2015                                  

(NEW USERS)

8,886
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics after dementia diagnosis 

4,633
• Continuous eligibility for 12 months (6 months before & after Index date) 

Non-selective = 3,425 [73.93%] ; Selective = 1,208 [26.07%]

2,402
• Propensity score-matched cohort                                                                                  

Non-selective = 1,201 [50%] ; Selective = 1,201 [50%]
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  No 1,173 [97.1] 3,364 [98.22]  1,167 [97.17] 1,160 [96.59]  
COMORBIDITIES   
AIM  30 [2.48] 85 [2.48] 0.9974 30 [2.50] 33 [2.75] 0.7017 
Anxiety 174 [14.4] 546 [15.94] 0.2047 173 [14.40] 165 [13.74] 0.6388 
Bipolar Disease 24 [1.99] 83 [2.42] 0.3851 - - - 
DIAD 1 [0.08] 0 [0.0] 0.0922 - - - 
GERD 271 [22.43] 742 [21.66] 0.578 268 [22.31] 274 [22.81] 0.7696 
Insomnia 90 [7.45] 265 [7.74] 0.7472 90 [7.49] 94 [7.83] 0. 7589 
IBS 27 [2.24] 67 [1.96] 0.5544 - - - 
Muscle Spasms/ 
Low Back Pain 231 [19.12] 552 [16.12] 0.0165 225 [18.73] 220 [18.32] 0.7929 

Neuropathic Pain 11 [0.91] 43 [1.263] 0.3369 - - - 
Schizophrenia 61 [5.05] 166 [4.85] 0.7787 60 [5.00] 73 [6.08] 0.2461 
Secondary Parkinsonism 10 [0.83] 24 [0.7] 0.6564 - - - 
BPH 238 [19.7] 616 [17.99] 0.1859 233 [19.40] 238 [19.82] 0.7972 
Chronic Constipation 115 [9.52] 392 [11.45] 0.0653 115 [9.58] 124 [10.32] 0.5396 
Epilepsy - - - - - - 
Delirium 72 [5.96] 212 [6.19] 0.7749 72 [6.00] 72 [6.00] 1.0000 
Prior Falls/Fractures 309 [25.58] 960 [28.03] 0.1007 307 [25.56] 332 [27.64] 0.2483 
Myasthenia Gravis 2 [0.17] 7 [0.2] 0.7922 - - - 
Glaucoma 136 [11.26] 417 [12.18] 0.398 136 [11.32] 144 [11.99] 0.6110 
Parkinson's Disease 90 [7.45] 216 [6.31] 0.1688 88 [7.33] 86 [7.16] 0.8749 
Myocardial Infarction 18 [1.49] 71 [2.07] 0.2044 - - - 
Syncope 96 [7.95] 291 [8.50] 0.5530 95 [7.91] 101 [8.41] 0.6547 
Urinary Tract Infection 386 [31.95] 1,161 [33.9] 0.218 386 [32.14] 387 [32.22] 0.9652 
Skin Infection 47 [3.89] 119 [3.47] 0.5033 47 [3.91] 49 [4.08] 0.8350 
Vulvovaginitis 29 [2.4] 64 [1.87] 0.2569 - - - 
Coronary Heart Disease 297 [24.59] 953 [27.82] 0.0292 296 [24.65] 293 [24.40] 0.8869 
Thromboembolic Disorder 62 [5.13] 193 [5.64] 0.5102 60 [5.00] 62 [5.16] 0.8526 
Cerebrovascular Disease 323 [26.74] 946 [27.62] 0.5545 320 [26.64] 341 [28.39] 0.3374 
COPD 206 [17.05] 641 [18.72] 0.1987 205 [17.07] 214 [17.82] 0.6285 
Other Renal Disorders 964 [79.80] 2,733 [79.80] 0.9966 959 [79.85] 960 [79.93] 0.9594 
Gastric Disorders 565 [46.77] 1,559 [45.52] 0.4523 562 [46.79] 569 [47.38] 0.7748 
Cataract 224 [18.54] 707 [20.64] 0.1174 223 [18.57] 216 [17.99] 0.7117 
Osteoporosis 176 [14.57] 497 [14.51] 0.9604 176 [14.65] 199 [16.57] 0.1960 
Dyslipidemia 736 [60.93] 2,108 [61.55] 0.7034 734 [61.12] 756 [62.95] 0.3550 
Pneumonia 68 [5.63] 252 [7.36] 0.0416 68 [5.66] 77 [6.41] 0.4407 
Endocarditis 39 [3.23] 117 [3.42] 0.7560 39 [3.25] 44 [3.66] 0.5765 
Suicide Attempt 05 [0.41] 12 [0.35] 0.7535 - - - 
Extrapyramidal Symptoms 71 [5.88] 163 [4.76] 0.1270 67 [5.58] 69 [5.75] 0.8598 
Baseline ACH Load 318 [26.32] 871 [25.43] 0.5408 317 [26.39] 314 [26.14] 0.8894 
Elixhauser Score  
(mean; SD) 6.7 [8.2] 7.3 [8.6] 0.0254 6.7 [8.2] 6.9 [8.3] 0.5760 

COMEDICATIONS    
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Antihypertensives 638 [52.81] 1,784 [52.09] 0.6636 635 [52.87] 649 [54.04] 0.5669 
Antianginals 81 [6.71] 246 [7.18] 0.5777 81 [6.74] 76 [6.33] 0.6798 
Antiarrhythmics 24 [1.99] 87 [2.54] 0.2795 - - - 
Other CV drugs 777 [64.32] 2,293 [66.95] 0.0967 775 [64.53] 786 [65.45] 0.6380 
Antidiabetics 269 [22.27] 858 [25.05] 0.0526 268 [22.31] 253 [21.07] 0.4577 
Antihyperlipidemics 682 [56.46] 1,892 [55.24] 0.4646 678 [56.45] 691 [57.54] 0.5921 
Anti-obesity agents - - - - - - 
Analgesics 541 [44.78] 1,556 [45.43] 0.6982 537 [44.71] 548 [45.63] 0.6520 
Estrogen (HRT) 23 [1.90] 39 [1.14] 0.0466 - - - 
Antihistamines 44 [3.64] 134 [3.91] 0.6746 44 [3.66] 44 [3.66] 1.0000 
Gastro-intestinal agents 225 [18.63] 573 [16.73] 0.1335 224 [18.65] 219 [18.23] 0.7925 
Anticoagulants  129 [10.68] 391 [11.42] 0.4852 129 [10.74] 134 [11.16] 0.7439 
Hemopoietic agents 24 [1.99] 49 [1.43] 0.1821 - - - 
Hematologic agents 169 [13.99] 459 [13.40] 0.6074 169 [14.07] 171 [14.24] 0.9068 
Corticosteroids 159 [13.16] 406 [11.85] 0.2322 157 [13.07] 161 [13.41] 0.8097 
Vitamin D 17 [1.41] 46 [1.34] 0.8684 - - - 
Bronchodilators 162 [13.41] 504 [14.72] 0.2664 162 [13.49] 163 [13.57] 0.9524 
Antifungals 51 [4.22] 156 [4.55] 0.6302 51 [4.25] 51 [4.25] 1.0000 
Anti-infectives 164 [13.58] 567 [16.55] 0.0146 164 [13.66] 167 [13.91] 0.8590 
Urinary Anti-infectives 89 [7.37] 280 [8.18] 0.3727 89 [7.41] 99 [8.24] 0.4475 
Antineoplastics 52 [4.30] 159 [4.64] 0.6284 52 [4.33] 48 [4.00] 0.6828 
Ulcer drugs 479 [39.65] 1,339 [39.09] 0.733 474 [39.47] 483 [40.22] 0.7078 
Alcohol dependence drugs - - - - - - 
Eye, Ear, Nose agents 318 [26.32] 910 [26.57] 0.8683 318 [26.48] 318 [26.48] 1.0000 
Thyroid Agents 297 [24.59] 774 [22.60] 0.1589 296 [24.65] 287 [23.90] 0.6684 
Hypnotic, Sedative, Sleep 
agents 108 [8.94] 294 [8.58] 0.7051 107 [8.91] 126 [10.49] 0.1902 

Smoking deterrents - 7 [0.20] 0.1158 - - - 
Endocrine & metabolic 
agents 139 [11.51] 368 [10.74] 0.4657 139 [11.57] 140 [11.66] 0.9492 

Antidepressants  547 [45.28] 1,580 [46.13] 0.6103 545 [45.38] 541 [45.05] 0.8697 
Antianxiety agents 180 [14.90] 549 [16.03] 0.3544 179 [14.90] 176 [14.65] 0.8631 
Anticonvulsants 321 [26.57] 860 [25.11] 0.3157 316 [26.31] 338 [28.14] 0.3132 
Antimanics 135 [11.18] 399 [11.65] 0.6573 135 [11.24] 121 [10.07] 0.3546 
Stimulants 05 [0.41] 22 [0.64] 0.3698 - - - 
AChEI 575 [47.60] 1,394 [40.70] <.0001 569 [47.38] 571 [47.54] 0.9349 
Memantine 213 [17.63] 508 [14.83] 0.0210 210 [17.49] 202 [16.82] 0.6650 
Cognitive Enhancers - - - - - - 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization; AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; DIAD Drug Induced Acute Dystonia; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; IBS 
Inflammatory Bowel Syndrome, BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disorder; ACH Anticholinergic; SD Standard Deviation; CV Cardiovascular; HRT Hormone Replacement 
Therapy;  AChEI Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors 
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05
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Figure 2.3 Distribution of propensity scores among selective and non-selective 
antimuscarinic medication users before [A] and after [B] matching for objective 2 

[A]  

[B] 
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Risk of Falls/Fractures 

The unadjusted incidence of falls/fractures was 354 [29.5%] for non-selective and 

287 (23.9%) for selective users in the matched cohort [p-value; 0.002]. Figure 2.4 shows 

Kaplan-Meier survival curves comparing the risk of falls/fractures among elderly dementia 

patients using selective and non-selective antimuscarinics. The graph demonstrates the 

crude (unadjusted) significant association between antimuscarinic use and risk of 

falls/fractures (p-value = 0.0004 by log-rank test). The results from the Schoenfeld residuals 

test indicated that the PH assumption was met (p=0.85). Table 2.3 presents results from the 

stratified cox proportional-hazard model for the risk of falls/fractures between users of non-

selective and selective antimuscarinic medications. A statistically significant difference was 

found [Hazard Ratio (HR), 1.34; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.06–1.70] between non-

selective and selective antimuscarinic medication users with respect to risk of 

falls/fractures.  However, no difference was found in the risk of hip fractures among elderly 

dementia patients who initiated treatment with non-selective antimuscarinics [HR 0.91; 

95% CI 0.50-1.67] when compared with patients who initiated treatment with selective 

antimuscarinics. Additional analyses were conducted for most frequently reported 

individual antimuscarinic medications (Table 2.3). There was significant increase in the risk 

of falls/fractures among elderly dementia patients who initiated treatment with oxybutynin 

[HR 1.32; 95% CI 1.03-1.71) when compared with patients who initiated treatment with 

solifenacin
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Figure 2.4 Kaplan-Meier plot of crude association between selective and non-selective 
antimuscarinic medication users and risk of falls/fractures 

 
 
 
 

Table 2.3 Stratified cox proportional-hazard model for risk of falls/fractures due to 
non-selective vs selective antimuscarinic medication use in elderly dementia patients 

Variables 
Hazard 

Ratio 
95% Confidence 

Interval 
MAIN ANALYSIS 

Non-selective antimuscarinic [n=1,201] 1.34* 1.06 – 1.70 
Selective antimuscarinic [n=1,201] 1.00 Reference 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Risk of Falls/Fractures among elderly dementia patients taking the most 
frequently reported antimuscarinics in each category [Oxybutynin vs Solifenacin] 
Non-selective antimuscarinic - Oxybutynin [n=1,084] 1.32* 1.03 – 1.71 
Selective antimuscarinic - Solifenacin [n=1,084] 1.00 Reference 
Risk of Falls/Fractures [Only hip fractures] among elderly dementia patients 
Non-selective antimuscarinic [n=1,201] 0.91 0.50 – 1.67 
Selective antimuscarinic [n=1,201] 1.00 Reference 

*Statistical significance at P < 0.05

Log-Rank P-value = 0.0004 
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DISCUSSION 

To the author’s knowledge, this was the first observational study that ever compared 

falls/fractures of two sub-classes of antimuscarinic medications. Although some studies in 

the past have compared individual antimuscarinic medications for their effectiveness and 

adverse effects, none of them has compared the classes based on the muscarinic receptor 

selectivity. This propensity score matched cohort study found that non-selective 

antimuscarinic medications significantly increase the risk of falls/fractures by 34% when 

compared to selective antimuscarinic medication in elderly dementia patients. The findings 

were consistent when oxybutynin was compared to solifenacin. However, no difference was 

found in the risk of hip fractures among elderly dementia patients who were initiated 

treatment with non-selective antimuscarinics.  

The increased hazard of falls/fractures due to non-selective antimuscarinics could be 

attributed to their selectivity for all muscarinic receptors specifically M1. Impaired memory 

and cognition are associated with the stimulation of M1, M2 and M4 receptors.[19] Current 

pharmacological data indicates that cognitive impairment could result from the antagonism 

of M1 receptors and, to some extent, M2 or M4 receptors in the CNS.[161-170] One more 

factor that can be accounted for the increased hazard of falls/fractures due to non-selective 

medications could be the varying ability of the antimuscarinic medication to cross the blood 

brain barrier (BBB). The propensity of drugs to cross the BBB is considered to be a function 

of their chemical properties such as molecular size, lipophilicity and polarity, and hence 

influence the extent to which drugs penetrate the CNS under normal conditions. For example, 

nonselective antimuscarinic, quaternary ammonium compound, trospium is hydrophilic and 

highly polar, hence considered to have least ability to cross the BBB under normal 
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conditions. However, permeability of the BBB does not remain uniform throughout life. 

Factors such as increasing age (>45 years), certain medications, comorbid diseases (type 2 

diabetes mellitus, multiple sclerosis) and stress were found to be implicated for increasing 

the BBB permeability. When an antimuscarinic agent is able to cross the BBB and maintain 

sufficient concentrations to exert any effects, the degree to which it stimulates the 

muscarinic receptors depends on the antimuscarinic agent’s receptor selectivity 

profile.[171-174] 

Two recent observational studies evaluated the risk of falls/fractures between 

oxybutynin and tolterodine and found no statistically significant difference associated. The 

non-selectivity of both the medications could be attributed to the findings.[175-176] The 

current study, however, evaluated the risk of falls/fractures between oxybutynin (highly M1 

selective) and solifenacin (highly M3 selective). Oxybutynin has been shown to have 

significant adverse cognitive effects, but data to support the use of solifenacin are limited. A 

recent analysis presented concern over high prescription rates of oxybutynin used to treat 

OAB. The analysis reported that oxybutynin, is prescribed in more than a quarter of cases of 

overactive bladder (27.3%), even though relatively safer and appropriate medications are 

available.[177]  

The 2015 updated American Geriatrics Society Beers criteria mentions the use of 

antimuscarinic medications to be inappropriate in elderly dementia patients, due to the 

central side-effects associated with these medications and the cognitive impairment 

associated with the demented patients.[61] This narrow downs the treatment spectrum for 

dementia patients that present with OAB symptoms. Perhaps with the introduction of non-

anticholinergic alternatives such as mirabegron, and treatment options such as 
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onabotulinum toxin A intravesical injections, might provide other alternatives to treat 

OAB.[178] A better understanding of factors associated with falls/fractures in this 

population and the impact of receptor selectivity could assist the healthcare providers to 

make informed decisions regarding the use of antimuscarinics thereby, optimizing the 

treatment and minimizing the side-effects.  

Although national and international guidelines to treat incontinence exists, they 

mostly fail to consider the complications introduced by co-occurrence of dementia.[82,179-

181] A dementia diagnosis should not prohibit the management of OAB, since untreated OAB 

can pose huge social and economic burden.  Given the prevalence, concerns and costs 

associated with these two diseases separately, a better understanding of effective 

antimuscarinic therapy is imperative among elderly dementia patients with OAB.  In 

particular, there is a need for well-designed, head-to-head trials that can compare the 

cognitive effects of antimuscarinic medications acting at different receptor subtypes – non-

selective versus selective medications.  Besides, more observational studies should be 

conducted in different settings for other relevant outcomes like cognitive decline or 

mortality, to evaluate the robustness of the study findings and assess the risk to benefit 

profiles of non-selective versus selective antimuscarinics. 

As an implication of the study findings, not only can they be used as a basis to 

optimize/minimize the prescribing of non-selective medications but can also focus on 

reducing the occurrence of falls/fractures by such fall/fractures related research.  As it is, 

75% of subjects in the study were found to be new users of non-selective antimuscarinic 

medications. This study and similar studies in the future can be instrumental in educating 
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the healthcare providers regarding the impact of receptor selectivity on the adverse effects 

of profile of the medications. 

The major strengths of this study include the study design and analytical approach 

used. A large cohort of incident antimuscarinic users was followed up for a longer period of 

time, hence the issue of prevalence bias was averted. The final multivariable models were 

performed within propensity-score matched cohort that was developed based on various 

pretreatment characteristics. Although randomization of exposure did not take place, this 

pseudo-randomization technique of propensity score matching strengthen our study 

findings. The study findings should be seen in light of several limitations. The actual use of 

antimuscarinic drugs could not be ascertained. Since the prescription medication data comes 

from the claims, it could not be verified whether subjects took the prescribed medicines. 

Incomplete, inaccurate or erroneous records submitted by the health care providers also 

limit the accuracy of the findings. The disease and outcome measurements were based on 

ICD-9-CM codes available in the data. Variables included for the propensity matched cohort 

were limited to those available in the data source; hence residual confounding due to 

unmeasured covariates such as bone mineral density and physical activity might have 

affected the study findings. Important pretreatment characteristic such as race was not 

included due to large number of missing values in the data. Any over-the-counter 

medications may not have been captured by the prescription claims.  Lastly one potential 

limitation with this study is the generalizability of the finding to older patients [≤ 65 years] 

diagnosed with dementia and OAB. 
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Conclusion 

Drug-induced adverse events such as falls/fractures represent an important public health 

concern in the geriatric population, especially in dementia patients with OAB.  In this 

retrospective analysis, the use of non-selective antimuscarinics were found to be associated 

with an increased risk of falls/fractures when compared with use of selective 

antimuscarinics among elderly dementia patients with OAB. Given the high prevalence of 

OAB among dementia patients, there is a significant need to be cautious while prescribing 

non-specific antimuscarinic medications among elderly dementia patients. 
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MANUSCRIPT 3 

RISK OF ALL-CAUSE HOSPITALIZATIONS IN ELDERLY DEMENTIA PATIENTS USING 
ANTIMUSCARINIC MEDICATIONS 

 

ABSTRACT 

Introduction - Antimuscarinics medications, first line treatment for overactive bladder 

(OAB), are deemed inappropriate for the elderly dementia patients due to their 

anticholinergic effects, as per the Beers’ criteria. However, the anticholinergic effect of 

antimuscarinic medications can vary with their differential muscarinic receptor profile. 

Little is known about the comparative risk profile of selective and non-selective 

antimuscarinics in this vulnerable population. 

Objective - To examine the risk of all-cause hospitalizations associated with selective and 

non-selective antimuscarinic use among the elderly dementia patients. 

Methods - A retrospective cohort study design matched on propensity scores involving 

elderly dementia patients taking selective or non-selective antimuscarinic medications was 

conducted using the Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry 

(MORE2 Registry®) by Inovalon Inc. Incident non-selective antimuscarinic (oxybutynin, 

tolterodine, trospium, fesoterodine) users were matched with incident selective 

antimuscarinic (solifenacin, darifenacin) users, using the Greedy 5 - 1 matching technique. 

The events of all-cause hospitalizations were identified using the “place of service” variable 

in the data. Any claims with any inpatient acute visits, inpatient non-acute visits and 

day/night or partial hospitalization visits were defined as all-cause hospitalizations. The 

study evaluated the relative risk of all-cause hospitalizations in a 6 month baseline and 
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follow-up periods using the Cox proportional-hazards regression model stratified on 

matched pairs. Patients were censored if the study period ended without occurrence of the 

event or if they switched to the other antimuscarinic medication class from the index 

antimuscarinic medication class, or discontinued their antimuscarinic medication or had gap 

of 45 days or more between two consecutive refills, or reached the end of study period, 

whichever happened earlier. 

Results - From July 2011 to December 2015, 75,498 elderly dementia patients were 

identified.  A total of 4,633 new users of antimuscarinic medications was obtained after 

applying inclusion and exclusion criteria; 3,425 [73.93%] were non-selective antimuscarinic 

medication users and 1,208 [26.07%] were selective antimuscarinic medication users. The 

study sample consisted of 2,398 (1,199 non-selective and 1,199 selective) new users of 

antimuscarinic medications after matching on propensity scores. The unadjusted incidence 

of all-cause hospitalizations was 445 (37.1%) for selective and 450 [37.5%] for non-selective 

users in the matched cohort. [P-value; 0.8328] Stratified cox regression model analysis 

revealed no significant difference between selective and non-selective users with respect to 

risk of all-cause hospitalizations [Hazard ratio (HR) 1.04; 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.87-

1.23]. All the sensitivity analyses were found to be consistent with the main findings. 

Conclusion - This study did not find any significant difference in the risk of all-cause 

hospitalizations between users of selective and non-selective antimuscarinics among elderly 

dementia patients. There is a need for further evaluation of other and specific adverse effects 

of non-selective antimuscarinics due to their muscarinic receptor affinity in the geriatric 

population. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Dementia is a growing and significant public health concern with significant 

consequences for societies and economies.[182-184] For those who survive to the age of 85 

years, the risk of dementia affects approximately 1 in 3 people.[185] The total global societal 

costs of dementia were estimated to be US$ 604 billion in 2010 with 70% of the cost coming 

from two regions – North America and Western Europe.[182] Studies suggest that 90% of 

the dementia patients are affected by urinary incontinence;[6] females and more severe 

patients reported higher rate of urinary incontinence.[7] Overactive bladder (OAB) - one 

major component of urinary incontinence is most often cited as the cause of urinary 

incontinence among dementia patients.[12] OAB is manifestly debilitating on a physical and 

psychological level; the symptoms have been shown to negatively impact sleep, mental 

health, work productivity and overall health-related quality of life[78,186-190] with 

elevated levels of anxiety, depression[191] and specific emotions like embarrassment, low 

self-esteem and self-blame.[192] 

Antimuscarinic medications constitute the first-line pharmacological treatment of 

OAB. Muscarinic receptors are widely distributed throughout the body and are involved in 

both normal and disturbed bladder contraction. Antimuscarinics block the activity of the 

muscarinic receptors (M2 and M3) present in the detrusor muscle, thereby causing 

decreased bladder contractions and reduced sensation.[20-21,29] Although all 

antimuscarinics are effective, they vary in their safety and tolerability profiles due to 

differing selectivity for muscarinic receptor subtypes.[24-27,193] Antimuscarinics differ in 

their tolerability and adverse effect profiles due to the differing muscarinic receptor subtype 

selectivities,[30] based on which all antimuscarinics fall under two categories : Non-selective 
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- have affinity for all muscarinic receptors. (Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, 

Trospium) and Selective - have affinity for specific muscarinic receptors. (Solifenacin [M3-

selective], Darifenacin [M3-selective]).[19] 

While a selective antimuscarinic may bind at only one muscarinic receptor subtype, 

a non-selective antimuscarinic might block muscarinic receptors inside and outside the 

bladder, causing adverse effects. Consequently, antimuscarinic medications with functional 

selectivity for the bladder are hypothesized to have relatively lesser adverse 

effects.[30,98,104-107] Table 3.1[88,194-195] shows adverse effects associated with 

muscarinic receptor stimulation, that range from central effects (impaired memory and 

cognition) to cardiac effects (arrhythmias and tachycardia) to peripheral effects (dry mouth, 

blurred vision, constipation).  Previous literature supports these adverse effects to be 

associated with increased hospitalizations.[196-198] 

   Table 3.1 Adverse effects associated with receptor stimulation 

Muscarinic 
receptor subtype 

 
Adverse effects 

M1 Impaired memory and cognition 

M2 Prolongation of the QT interval, which can result in cardiac 
arrhythmias and tachycardia 

M3 Dry mouth, constipation, blurred vision 
M4 Impaired cognition 

M5 
Receptor present in the hippocampus and other areas of the 
brain, but stimulation-impaired cognition does not appear to be 
associated with M5 stimulation 

 

Hospitalizations among dementia patients can lead to frequent and unfortunate 

outcomes, hence considered as pivotal episodes for patients with dementia. Studies have 

reported that people with dementia stay longer in hospital than those without the 

condition.[199-200] Additionally, dementia patients are more likely to be discharged to 
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long-term care facilities, and have a higher risk of functional decline and mortality after being 

discharged from hospital. [199-200] Not only hospitalizations lead to functional decline, loss 

of independence and mobility, but also worsen activities of daily living (ADL) status in 

elderly dementia, causing greater utilization of acute care services and increased overall cost 

of care.[201-202] 

Studies in the past have been carried out to ascertain the impact of urinary 

incontinence on healthcare resource utilization. Results have reported significantly higher 

utilization including OAB-related surgeries, OAB-related hospitalizations, incontinence pads, 

anticholinergic use and physician visits for population of patients with OAB.[79] A 

retrospective study by Yehoshua et al. reported use of anticholinergic therapy among wet 

OAB patients to be significantly associated with increased health resource utilization rates 

of hospital admissions, outpatient visits, prescriptions filled, and diagnostic tests 

performed.[80] A population-based study conducted among elderly showed that 

anticholinergic burden scores were significantly associated with hospital admissions, 

hospitalizations for falls, length of stays, and general physician visits (P < .001).[203] 

Owing to the complexity of elderly dementia patients presenting with OAB symptoms 

and the broad adverse effect profile of antimuscarinics, there is a need to understand the risk 

of all-cause hospitalizations due to selective and non-selective medications. Studies may 

have assessed factors related to hospitalizations in elderly dementia, but none of previous 

researches have evaluated relationship in patients using antimuscarinic medications for 

OAB. Therefore, a propensity matched retrospective cohort study was conducted to compare 

the effect of selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications on the risk of all-cause 

hospitalizations in elderly dementia patients. 
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METHODS 

Data Source 

Nationally representative and de-identified administrative claims database - the 

Medical Outcomes Research for Effectiveness and Economics Registry (MORE2 Registry®) 

by Inovalon Inc. were used to achieve the study objectives. The registry not only includes 

longitudinal patient-level data from a range of data sources across all payer types, 

geographic regions, healthcare settings and provider specialties; but also provides the 

member-level data on patient demographics, primary and secondary diagnoses, 

comorbidities, payer information, medication utilization, and refill history for all drugs and 

dosage forms, including intravenous and oral, and information on place of service, including 

hospitalizations and emergency department visits. Various data components of MORE2 

registry included inpatient and outpatient claims, dispensed prescription medication claims, 

laboratory claims, provider claims, demographics and enrollment files. The MORE2 

Registry® has been previously applied in support of quality measurement development and 

research aimed at improvements in population health.[110] This study used 2011-2015 

Inovalon claims data files involving cohorts of elderly patients with dementia. This study was 

approved by the University of Houston Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects 

under the exempt category. 

Study Design  

 A retrospective cohort study design matched on propensity score was used to 

examine the comparative risk of all-cause hospitalizations in elderly dementia patients using 

selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications. Various data components analyzed 

for this study included prescription claim file, claimcode file, demographic file and 
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enrollment file. Figure 3.1 outlines the study design. The study duration was from January 

1, 2011 to December 31, 2015. Index use of antimuscarinic medications for the elderly 

dementia patients was defined as having first prescription of antimuscarinic medication 

after 6 months of washout/baseline period from January 1, 2011 to June 30, 2011; without 

any prescription fill date for any of the antimuscarinic medications. Subjects found to be 

using antimuscarinic medications 6 months prior to the index date were excluded from the 

study cohort. The study, therefore, included only incident antimuscarinic medication users 

to reduce bias among prevalent users. The medication used on the index date was defined as 

the index drug, and category of the index drug defined the study group and the comparator 

group, ie, selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications.  

Figure 3.1 Schematic presentation of cohort construction for objective 3 
 

 

 Patients were followed up to a maximum duration of 6 months (180 days) from their 

index date to examine the risk of outcome of interest: all-cause hospitalizations from the use 

of selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications. Exclusion criteria also included 
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use of antimuscarinic medication before dementia diagnosis and gaps in the continuous 

eligibility. 

Exposures and Outcome Definitions 

 Prescription claims data was used to measure antimuscarinic treatment exposure. 

Patients with index drug as solifenacin and darifenacin formed the selective antimuscarinic 

cohort whereas patients with index drug as oxybutynin, tolterodine, trospium and 

fesoterodine constituted non-selective antimuscarinic cohort.[111] Antimuscarinic 

exposure was identified with the use of Medi-Span® drug data that provides drug name, 

strength, therapeutic class, drug pricing, National Drug Code (NDC) or Canadian Drug 

Identification Number (DIN), proprietary Generic Product Identifier (GPI), and more.[155] 

The primary outcome of this study was the time to first occurrence of hospitalization during 

the follow-up duration. The follow-up duration was defined as maximum of 6 months (180 

days) after index date on which the first antimuscarinic medication initiated. The claimcode 

file was used to identify all events of all-cause hospitalizations among elderly dementia 

patients. Using the “place of service” variable provided by the MORE2 registry, any inpatient 

acute visits, inpatient non-acute visits and day/night or partial hospitalization visits were 

defined as an all-cause hospitalization event. Patients were followed-up until the first 

occurrence of any hospitalization event in the follow-up duration. Patients were censored if 

the study period ended without occurrence of the event or if the patients switched between 

their antimuscarinic medication class, or discontinued their antimuscarinic medication 

[defined as gap of 45 days or more between the last date of medication use and the end of 

follow-up period], or had gap of 45 days or more between two consecutive refills, or reached 
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the end of study period, whichever happened earlier. Table 3.2 outlines all the operational 

definitions. 

Table 3.2 Operational definitions of variables used in objective 3 

Variable ICD-9-CM codes & Medication names used for identification 

Dementia 

ICD-9-CM codes : 290.xx , 294.xx , 331.xx , 291.2 , 046.1 , 046.3  
OR  
Medication claims for cholinesterase inhibitors : Tacrine, Donepezil, 
Galantamine, Rivastigmine, Memantine, Donepezil/Memantine 

Antimuscarinic 
medications 

Non-selective : Oxybutynin, Fesoterodine, Tolterodine, Trospium 
Selective : Solifenacin, Darifenacin 

All-cause 
hospitalizations 

Defined by Inovalon: When “place of service” includes following 
values:   
DN - Day/ Night (Partial Hospitalization) 
IA - Inpatient Acute 
IN - Inpatient Non-Acute  

 

Cohort Matching 

 Observational studies, most often encounter the problem of selection bias due to non-

randomization of study subjects to different treatment groups, leading to uncontrolled 

confounding by unknown, unmeasured or inadequately measured covariates. Among the 

various propensity score techniques, matching the treatment groups on propensity scores 

addresses this issue by minimizing the differences between the two groups.[47-48] 

The selective and non-selective treatment groups were matched on propensity 

scores. The propensity score calculation involved more than 50 covariates based on 

previously published literature, expert opinions of clinicians and geriatricians, and variable 

selection on the basis of their association with treatment and outcome.[204-207] Clinical 

characteristics such as comorbidities and co-medications, socio-demographic characteristics 

such as age, sex and health payer plans, severity of illness measures such as Elixhauser’s 
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index[159] or prior hospitalizations were captured during the six months baseline period 

and considered as the important predictors of treatment allocation. Additionally, the 

baseline anticholinergic load was controlled via the anticholinergic drug scale (ADS).The 

ADS scale classifies drugs into four categories based on their level of anticholinergic activity 

and groups them using an ordinal scale of 0–3. Level 0 includes drugs with no known 

anticholinergic activity; Level 1 includes drugs with potential anticholinergic activity as 

evidenced by receptor binding studies; Level 2 includes drugs for which anticholinergic 

adverse events are sometimes noted, usually at higher doses; and Level 3 includes drugs with 

marked anticholinergic activity.[114] For this study, the baseline anticholinergic load was 

captured as high (Level 2/3) and low (Level 0/1).  

Using the baseline covariates, a logistic regression model was performed to calculate 

propensity scores for each individual. Patients belonging to selective antimuscarinic group 

were matched against patients belonging to non-selective antimuscarinic group using 

GREEDY 5-1 matching technique. This technique matches cases to controls on the first five 

digits of the propensity scores obtained from the previously mentioned logistic regression 

model. The remnant unmatched cases are further matched to controls on first four digits of 

the score and the same process is repeated until cases are matched to controls on the one 

digit of the propensity score. If more than one matched control is found for a case, a random 

selection occurs.[160] 

Statistical Analysis 

 Using the chi-square test for categorical variables and t-test for continuous variables, 

any differences between the selective and non-selective antimuscarinic user groups with 

respect to the covariates were evaluated, before and after the matching process. The 
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comparative risk of all-cause hospitalization between selective and non-selective 

antimuscarinic users was assessed using survival analysis. Kaplan-Meier survival plots were 

created to depict the unadjusted relationship between selective and non-selective 

antimuscarinic users and time to all-cause hospitalizations. Pairwise log-rank tests were 

used to compare survival curves for statistical difference. The Cox proportional-hazard 

model stratified on matched pairs was used to examine risk of all-cause hospitalizations 

within 180 days after initiating antimuscarinic treatment. The sample size calculations 

suggested that, for a two-tailed test with a Type I error probability of 0.05, a hazard ratio 

ranging from 1.14 - 1.56, and power of 0.80, a range of 178 - 2052 subjects would be required 

to achieve the study objective. SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used for analysis. 

Stratified Cox proportional-hazard model was applied using STRATA option of PROC PHREG 

in SAS 9.3 to account for matched-pair design. The proportional hazards [PH] assumption 

for the model was checked by Schoenfeld test that assesses the correlation between scaled 

residuals and time to check for the violation of proportional hazards.  Therefore, Stratified 

Cox proportional-hazard model was conducted to evaluate the risk of all-cause 

hospitalizations between the two treatment groups. A p-value of 0.05 was used to determine 

the statistical significance. 

RESULTS 

Patient Selection and Matching 

 Figure 3.2 shows the process of identification of the elderly dementia patients that 

are new users of antimuscarinic medications. From January 2011 to December 2015, a total 

of 75,498 elderly dementia patients were identified. Of them, 4,633 patients were reported 

as new users of antimuscarinic medications after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria; 
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3,425 [73.93%] were non-selective antimuscarinic medication users and 1,208 [26.07] were 

selective antimuscarinic medication users. Table 3.3 reports the differences in baseline 

characteristics between the two groups before and after matching. After matching, the 

cohort size reduced to 2,398 patients with 1,199 patients in each group. Both the groups 

were found to be comparable in terms of distribution of the baseline characteristics. Figure 

3.3 presents the distribution of PSs before and after matching, indicating a fair balance for 

the pre-treatment characteristics in the two treatment groups.  

Figure 3.2 Identification of elderly dementia cohort taking antimuscarinic 
medications (selective users and non-selective users) for objective 3 

75,498
• All dementia patients from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015

20,980
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics from Jan 2011 - Dec 2015                              

(PREVALENT USERS)

16,595
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics from Jul 2011 - Dec 2015                                  

(NEW USERS)

8,886
• All dementia patients taking antimuscarinics after dementia diagnosis 

4,633
• Continuous eligibility for 12 months (6 months before & after Index date) 

Non-selective = 3,425 [73.93%] / Selective = 1,208 [26.07%]

2,398
• Propensity score matched cohort  

Non-selective = 1,199 [50%] / Selective = 1,199 [50%]
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Table 3.3 Baseline characteristics of elderly dementia patients using selective and 
non-selective antimuscarinic medications for objective 3 

CHARACTERISTICS 

TOTAL  COHORT [4,633] MATCHED COHORT [2,398] 

SELECTIVE 
[N= 1,208 ; 

26.07%] 

NON-
SELECTIVE 
[N=3,425 ; 
73.93%] 

P-
VALUE 

SELECTIVE 
[N=1,199 ; 

50% ] 

NON-
SELECTIVE 
[N=1,199; 

50% ] 

P-
VALUE 

Age 65-75 370  [30.63] 1,160 [33.87] 0.081 369 [30.78] 363 [30.28] 0.9199 
  75-85 608 [50.33] 1,607 [46.92]  601 [50.13] 611 [50.96]  
  >=85 230 [19.04] 658 [19.21]  229 [19.10] 225 [18.77]  
Gender Female 788 [65.23] 2,269 [66.25] 0.5215 784 [65.39] 806 [67.22] 0.3419 
  Male 420 [34.77] 1,156 [33.75]  415 [34.61] 393 [32.78]  
Race  Other 813 [67.3] 2,663 [77.75] <.0001 --- --- --- 
  White 334 [27.65] 602 [17.58]  --- ---  
  Black 61 [5.05] 160 [4.67]  --- ---  
HMO Health Plan  Yes 1,015 [84.02] 2,701 [78.86] 0.0001 1,009 [84.15] 1,008 [84.07] 0.9555 
                                                 No 193 [15.98] 724 [21.14]  190 [15.85] 191 [15.93]  
PPO Health Plan  Yes 208 [17.22] 846 [24.7] <.0001 208 [17.35] 202 [16.85] 0.7448 
   No 1,000 [82.78] 2,579 [75.3]  991 [82.65] 997 [83.15]  
Other Health Plan  Yes 35 [2.9] 61 [1.78] 0.0192 30 [2.50] 34 [2.84] 0.6123 
   No 1,173 [97.1] 3,364 [98.22]  1,169 [97.50] 1,165  [97.16]  
COMORBIDITIES       
AIM 30 [2.48] 85 [2.48] 0.9974 29 [2.42] 29 [2.42] 1.0000 
Anxiety 174 [14.4] 546 [15.94] 0.2047 174 [14.51] 176 [14.68] 0.9079 
Bipolar Disease 24 [1.99] 83 [2.42] 0.3851 --- --- --- 
DIAD 1 [0.08] 0 [0.0] 0.0922 --- --- --- 
GERD 271 [22.43] 742 [21.66] 0.578 268 [22.35] 259 [21.60] 0.6572 
Insomnia 90 [7.45] 265 [7.74] 0.7472 90 [7.51] 110 [9.17] 0.1396 
IBS 27 [2.24] 67 [1.96] 0.5544 --- --- --- 
Muscle Spasms/ 
Low Back Pain 231 [19.12] 552 [16.12] 0.0165 227 [18.93] 215 [17.93] 0.5274 

Neuropathic Pain 11 [0.91] 43 [1.263] 0.3369 --- --- --- 
Schizophrenia 61 [5.05] 166 [4.85] 0.7787 60 [5.00] 68 [5.67] 0.4674 
Secondary Parkinsonism 10 [0.83] 24 [0.7] 0.6564 --- --- --- 
BPH 238 [19.7] 616 [17.99] 0.1859 235 [19.60] 229 [19.10] 0.7564 
Chronic Constipation 115 [9.52] 392 [11.45] 0.0653 115 [9.59] 116 [9.67] 0.9448 
Epilepsy --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Delirium 72 [5.96] 212 [6.19] 0.7749 72 [6.01] 82 [6.84] 0.4048 
Falls/Fractures 309 [25.58] 960 [28.03] 0.1007 307 [25.60] 295 [24.60] 0.5720 
Myasthenia Gravis 2 [0.17] 7 [0.2] 0.7922 --- --- --- 
Glaucoma 136 [11.26] 417 [12.18] 0.398 136 [11.34] 136 [11.34] 1.0000 
Parkinson’s Disease 90 [7.45] 216 [6.31] 0.1688 88 [7.34] 79 [6.59] 0.4703 
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Myocardial Infarction 18 [1.49] 71 [2.07] 0.2044 --- --- --- 
Syncope 96 [7.95] 291 [8.50] 0.5530 95 [7.92] 88 [7.34] 0.5903 
Urinary Tract Infection 386 [31.95] 1,161 [33.9] 0.218 383 [31.94] 367 [30.61] 0.4810 
Skin Infection 47 [3.89] 119 [3.47] 0.5033 45 [3.75] 39 [3.25] 0.5051 
Vulvovaginitis 29 [2.4] 64 [1.87] 0.2569 --- --- --- 
Coronary Heart Disease 297 [24.59] 953 [27.82] 0.0292 296 [24.69] 293 [24.44] 0.8868 
Thromboembolic Disorder 62 [5.13] 193 [5.64] 0.5102 60 [5.00] 50 [4.17] 0.3290 
Cerebrovascular Disease 323 [26.74] 946 [27.62] 0.5545 320 [26.69] 340 [28.36] 0.3605 
COPD 206 [17.05] 641 [18.72] 0.1987 205 [17.10] 204 [17.01] 0.9567 
Other Renal Disorders 964 [79.80] 2,733 [79.80] 0.9966 957 [79.82] 935 [77.98] 0.2709 
Gastric Disorders 565 [46.77] 1,559 [45.52] 0.4523 560 [46.71] 550 [45.87] 0.6821 
Cataract 224 [18.54] 707 [20.64] 0.1174 224 [18.68] 232 [19.35] 0.6772 
Osteoporosis 176 [14.57] 497 [14.51] 0.9604 176 [14.68] 170 [14.18] 0.7273 
Dyslipidemia 736 [60.93] 2,108 [61.55] 0.7034 733 [61.13] 723 [60.30] 0.6758 
Pneumonia 68 [5.63] 252 [7.36] 0.0416 68 [5.67] 74 [6.17] 0.6037 
Endocarditis 39 [3.23] 117 [3.42] 0.7560 39 [3.25] 36 [3.00] 0.7249 
Suicide Attempt 05 [0.41] 12 [0.35] 0.7535 --- --- --- 
Extrapyramidal Symptoms 71 [5.88] 163 [4.76] 0.1270 69 [5.75] 70 [5.84] 0.9304 
Prior Hospitalization 473 [39.16] 1,480 [43.21] 0.0141 471 [39.28] 476 [39.70] 0.8345 
Elixhauser Score  
(mean; SD) 6.7 [8.2] 7.3 [8.6] 0.0254 6.7 [8.2] 6.9 [8.3] 0.5071 

COMEDICATIONS   
Baseline ACH Load 318 [26.32] 871 [25.43] 0.5408 313 [26.11] 287 [23.94] 0.2203 
Antihypertensives 638 [52.81] 1,784 [52.09] 0.6636 631 [52.63] 646 [53.88] 0.5393 
Antianginals 81 [6.71] 246 [7.18] 0.5777 80 [6.67] 90 [7.51] 0.4262 
Antiarrhythmics 24 [1.99] 87 [2.54] 0.2795 --- --- --- 
Other CV drugs 777 [64.32] 2,293 [66.95] 0.0967 773 [64.47] 779 [64.97] 0.7976 
Antidiabetics 269 [22.27] 858 [25.05] 0.0526 269 [22.44] 256 [21.35] 0.5209 
Antihyperlipidemics 682 [56.46] 1,892 [55.24] 0.4646 676 [56.38] 686[55.05] 0.5107 
Anti-obesity agents --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Analgesics 541 [44.78] 1,556 [45.43] 0.6982 534 [44.54] 532 [44.37] 0.9345 
Estrogen (HRT) 23 [1.90] 39 [1.14] 0.0466 --- --- --- 
Antihistamines 44 [3.64] 134 [3.91] 0.6746 44 [3.67] 40 [3.34] 0.6568 
Gastro-intestinal agents 225 [18.63] 573 [16.73] 0.1335 225 [18.77] 219 [18.27] 0.7524 
Anticoagulants  129 [10.68] 391 [11.42] 0.4852 128 [10.68] 143 [11.93] 0.3333 
Hemopoietic agents 24 [1.99] 49 [1.43] 0.1821 --- --- --- 
Hematologic agents 169 [13.99] 459 [13.40] 0.6074 167 [13.93] 159 [13.26] 0.6336 
Corticosteroids 159 [13.16] 406 [11.85] 0.2322 158 [13.18] 160 [13.34] 0.9041 
Vitamin D 17 [1.41] 46 [1.34] 0.8684 --- --- --- 
Bronchodilators 162 [13.41] 504 [14.72] 0.2664 162 [13.51] 174 [14.51] 0.4802 
Antifungals 51 [4.22] 156 [4.55] 0.6302 49 [4.09] 54 [4.50] 0.6145 
Anti-infectives 164 [13.58] 567 [16.55] 0.0146 164 [13.68] 153 [12.76] 0.5072 
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Urinary Anti-infectives 89 [7.37] 280 [8.18] 0.3727 88 [7.34] 90 [7.51] 0.8762 
Antineoplastics 52 [4.30] 159 [4.64] 0.6284 52 [4.34] 51 [4.25] 0.9198 
Ulcer drugs 479 [39.65] 1,339 [39.09] 0.733 472 [39.37] 465 [38.78] 0.7695 
Alcohol dependence drugs --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Eye, Ear, Nose agents 318 [26.32] 910 [26.57] 0.8683 316 [26.36] 314 [26.19] 0.9261 
Thyroid Agents 297 [24.59] 774 [22.60] 0.1589 293 [24.44] 291 [24.27] 0.9242 
Hypnotic, Sedative & Sleep 
agents 108 [8.94] 294 [8.58] 0.7051 107 [8.92] 110 [9.17] 0.8309 

Smoking deterrents --- 7 [0.20] 0.1158 --- --- --- 
Endocrine & metabolic 
agents 139 [11.51] 368 [10.74] 0.4657 138 [11.51] 147 [12.26] 0.5701 

Antidepressants  547 [45.28] 1,580 [46.13] 0.6103 542 [45.20] 537 [44.79] 0.8374 
Antianxiety agents 180 [14.90] 549 [16.03] 0.3544 179 [14.93] 184 [15.35] 0.7757 
Anticonvulsants 321 [26.57] 860 [25.11] 0.3157 316 [26.36] 310 [25.85] 0.7803 
Antimanics 135 [11.18] 399 [11.65] 0.6573 132 [11.01] 142 [11.84] 0.5209 
Stimulants 05 [0.41] 22 [0.64] 0.3698 --- --- --- 
AChEI 575 [47.60] 1,394 [40.70] <.0001 568[47.37] 582[48.54] 0.5671 
Memantine 213 [17.63] 508 [14.83] 0.0210 210[17.51] 221[18.43] 0.5585 
Cognitive Enhancers --- --- --- --- --- --- 

HMO Health Maintenance Organization; PPO Preferred Provider Organization; AIM Abnormal Involuntary 
Movements; DIAD Drug Induced Acute Dystonia; GERD Gastro-esophageal Reflux Syndrome; IBS 
Inflammatory Bowel Syndrome, BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia; COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disorder; ACH Anticholinergic; SD Standard Deviation; CV Cardiovascular; HRT Hormone Replacement 
Therapy;  AChEI Acetylcholinesterase Inhibitors 
*Statistical significance at P-value < 0.05 
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of propensity scores among selective and non-selective 
antimuscarinic medication users before [A] and after [B] matching for objective 3 

[A]  

[B]  
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Risk of All-cause hospitalizations 

 The unadjusted incidence of all-cause hospitalizations was 445 (37.1%) for selective 

and 450 (37.5%) for non-selective users in the matched cohort. [P-value; 0.8328] Figure 3.4 

shows Kaplan-Meier survival curves evaluating the risk of all-cause hospitalizations among 

elderly dementia patients using selective and non-selective antimuscarinics. The graph 

demonstrates the significant crude association between the two antimuscarinic medication 

user groups and risk of all-cause hospitalizations (p-value = 0.0170 by log-rank test). Table 

3.4 presents results from the stratified cox proportional-hazard model for the risk of all-

cause hospitalizations between users of selective and non-selective antimuscarinic 

medications. When compared to selective antimuscarinic users, there was no significant 

difference in the risk of all-cause hospitalizations [Hazard ratio (HR) 1.04; 95% confidence 

interval (CI) 0.87-1.23], among the non-selective antimuscarinic users.
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Figure 3.4 Kaplan-Meier plot of crude association between selective and non-selective 
antimuscarinic medication users and risk of all-cause hospitalizations 

 
 
 

Table 3.4 Stratified cox proportional-hazard model for risk of all-cause 
hospitalizations due to non-selective versus selective antimuscarinic use in elderly 
dementia patients 

Variables 
Hazard 

Ratio 
95% Confidence 

Interval 
MAIN ANALYSIS 

Non-selective antimuscarinic [n=1,199] 1.04 0.87 -1.23 
Selective antimuscarinic [n=1,199] 1.00 Reference 

 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Risk of Non-falls/fractures related All-cause hospitalizations among elderly 
dementia patients 
Non-selective antimuscarinic [n=1,199] 1.05 0.88 -1.25 
Selective antimuscarinic [n=1,199] 1.00 Reference 
   
Risk of All-cause hospitalizations among elderly dementia 
Oxybutynin (Non-selective ) [n=1,082] 1.09 0.91 – 1.31 
Solifenacin (Selective ) [n=1,082] 1.00 Reference 

*Statistical significance at P < 0.05 

Log-Rank P-value = 0.0170 
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Sensitivity Analysis 

 Non-falls/fractures related all-cause hospitalizations were evaluated as an outcome 

of interest. Like the previous findings, no significant difference was reported for the outcome 

[HR 1.05; 95% CI 0.88-1.25] between selective and non-selective antimuscarinic user 

groups. Since oxybutynin and solifenacin were found to be the most frequently used 

medications, the outcome of interest was also evaluated between these medications. No 

statistical significant difference was reported for the risk of all-cause hospitalizations [HR 

1.09; 95% CI 0.91-1.31] between oxybutynin and solifenacin. (Table 3.4) Consistent with 

the main findings, sensitivity analyses did not find any significant effect of non-selective 

antimuscarinics on the risk of all-cause hospitalizations when compared with selective 

antimuscarinics. 

DISCUSSION 

 Per the authors’ knowledge, this is the first population-based study to perform a 

head-to-head comparison of adverse effects, that is, all-cause hospitalizations for the two 

classes of antimuscarinic medications – selective and non-selective among elderly dementia 

patients. This propensity score matched cohort study did not find any significant differential 

effect of non-selective antimuscarinics on all-cause hospitalizations when compared to 

selective antimuscarinics.  Findings from multiple sensitivity analyses were found to be 

consistent with the main findings. Some studies in the past have reported the utilization of 

OAB treatment to be associated with increased use of health care resources, including 

hospital admissions. [79-80,203] However, the current comparative study revealed no 

differential effects of selective and non-selective antimuscarinic medications on the risk of 
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all-cause hospitalization. The study findings are applicable to elderly dementia patients 

using antimuscarinics and therefore, cannot be compared with any of the previous studies.  

 The findings were consistent when oxybutynin was compared to solifenacin. 

Hospitalizations can be attributed to many reasons considering the broad adverse effect 

profile of non-selective antimuscarinics as compared to the selective antimuscarinics that 

include central adverse effects or cardiac adverse effects. Since the current study population 

is the elderly dementia patients where cognitive skills are already compromised, central 

adverse effects due to non-selective antimuscarinics might pose a greater threat than cardiac 

adverse effects, leading to hospitalization. The current study could not capture cognitive 

decline due to limited data measures or absence of a cognitive index like MDS Cognition 

Scale. A deeper understanding of the factors related to hospitalizations in elderly dementia 

that present with OAB symptoms could assist the healthcare providers to plan for the care 

needs of dementia patients, as well as optimize and implement preventive and rehabilitative 

strategies for them. Future studies can evaluate risk of cause-specific hospitalizations to 

allow more informed decision-making by healthcare providers.  

 The study design and analytical approach used to achieve the results are the main 

strengths of the study. The issue of prevalence was addressed since new users of 

antimuscarinic medications were followed up for a longer duration. The matched cohort was 

developed based on various pretreatment characteristics that included demographics, 

comorbidities and co-medications and the survival models were performed within the 

matched cohort. Although there was no randomization of exposure, the propensity score 

matching addressed any selection bias issues. However the limitations of the study should 

be considered while interpreting the study findings. The prescription medication 
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information comes from the claims data, hence the actual medication utilization could not be 

ascertained. Incomplete or erroneous records submitted by the health care providers may 

lead to inaccurate findings. Only the ICD-9-CM codes available in the data source can be used 

to identify the disease and outcome measures. Variables included for the propensity-

matched cohort were limited to those available in the data source; hence residual 

confounding may have affected the study findings. Important demographic measure such as 

race was not included due to large number of missing values in the data. Over-the-counter 

medications could not been captured by the prescription claims.  Lastly one potential 

limitation with this study is the generalizability of the finding to older patients [≤ 65 years] 

diagnosed with dementia and OAB. 

CONCLUSION 

 Hospitalizations among the dementia elderly patients represent a growing public 

health concern. This propensity score matched cohort study did not find any statistically 

significant difference in the risk of all-cause hospitalizations between the users of selective 

and non-selective antimuscarinics among elderly dementia patients. The findings were 

consistent in multiple sensitivity analyses that employed different definitions for exposure 

and outcome. However, further evaluation of other and specific adverse effects of non-

selective antimuscarinics due to their muscarinic receptor selectivity is needed in the 

geriatric population. With increasing prevalence of OAB among dementia patients, it is 

essential to evaluate the safety outcomes of non-selective antimuscarinic medications in the 

vulnerable elderly dementia population.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study is the first ever attempt to assess the general as well as specific safety 

profiles of antimuscarinic medications based on receptor selectivity in community dwelling 

elderly dementia patients using retrospective claims database. The current study employed 

a retrospective cohort design to evaluate the prevalence and predictors of antimuscarinic 

medication use in elderly dementia patients with OAB along with the risk of falls/fractures 

and all-cause hospitalization among a cohort of elderly dementia patients. Overall, the study 

found that approximately 7% elderly dementia patients with OAB were incident 

antimuscarinic medication users with most (75%) of them using non-selective ones. Several 

predisposing, enabling and need factors associated with the use of antimuscarinic 

medications in general and non-selective agents in specific. Some aspects of the prescribing 

patterns were reassuring and comforting, indicating the wariness of the prescribers and the 

caution they exercise when dealing with such vulnerable population. However some of the 

findings raised a significant quality of care concern with respect to prescribing practices. In 

general, OAB is not cured, but most often patients experience a reduction in symptoms and 

an improvement in quality of life. Given the fact that antimuscarinics are not prescribed for 

OAB cure, but are given based on the patient’s need for symptom control, it is very crucial to 

understand the subjects among dementia and OAB diagnosed patients that get the 

antimuscarinic medications; and the subjects among dementia and OAB diagnosed patients 

taking antimuscarinic medications that get the non-selective medications. As an implication 

of the first objective findings, it is imperative to monitor the use of antimuscarinics and in 

particular, the use of non-selective antimuscarinics, given the high prevalence of OAB and 

the importance of OAB management among dementia patients, These findings also lay the 
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foundation for future research to develop and implement mechanisms that optimize or 

minimize the use of antimuscarinic medications among elderly dementia patients with OAB. 

From objective 2, the study found that use of any non-selective antimuscarinic 

medications led to a 34% increase in the risk of falls/fractures as compared to any selective 

antimuscarinic medication, within 180 days of continuous medication use. The findings were 

consistent when the most frequently used medications in both the categories were 

compared, meaning 32% increased risk of falls/fractures due to use of oxybutynin as 

compared to solifenacin. Falls/fractures represent a significant public health concern - each 

year over 300,000 older people are hospitalized for hip fractures; an estimated 424,000 fatal 

falls occur each year globally, of which over 80% are in low- and middle-income countries. 

Prevention strategies by prioritizing falls/fractures-related research and establishing 

effective prescribing policies to reduce risk would drastically reduce the associated 

morbidity, mortality, and healthcare expenditures. As mentioned earlier, pharmacological 

treatment in OAB primarily provides symptom control. Ideally, it is not safe to prescribe 

antimuscarinic medications in such a vulnerable population (OAB and dementia), keeping in 

mind the associated side-effect profile (central, cardiac and peripheral side-effects). 

However, if one has to prescribe medications for symptom control – selective medications 

should be preferred over the non-selective ones due to the relatively safer side-effect profile 

of selective medications and thereby reduced hazards. The results reflected that almost 3/4th 

of incident antimuscarinic users were being prescribed non-selective medications or in other 

words, more than half of the new users were being prescribed oxybutynin (52.21%). Such 

studies can be considered as the falls/fractures-related research, providing evidence of 

unsafe prescribing practices, hence as an implication effective prescribing policies can be set, 
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wherein emphasis could be placed on prescription of selective muscarinic medications such 

as solifenacin and darifenacin. In summary, these findings imply the need to be extremely 

cautious while prescribing non-specific antimuscarinic medications among elderly dementia 

patients.  

However from objective 3, the study could not find a significantly higher risk of all-

cause hospitalization with non-selective vs selective antimuscarinic use, within 180 days of 

continuous medication use. Additionally, none of the sensitivity analyses could report any 

significant difference in all-cause hospitalization risk across the two categories. However, 

future studies are required for evaluation of other adverse effects of non-selective 

antimuscarinics due to their muscarinic receptor selectivity in the geriatric population, such 

as cognitive decline, mortality, cardiac side-effects. Studies with larger sample sizes and 

different health settings are required to confirm these findings. In light of increasing 

prevalence of OAB among elderly dementia patients, and the relative higher potential of non-

selective antimuscarinic medications to cause adverse events, there is a need to be cautious 

while prescribing these in the above vulnerable population.
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